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U.S., Vietnams Issue Urgent
Appeal Today To Stop Killing

Cleo Colson Files
For Magistrate Of
District One

pend— Stop armed attacks are in direct contact, and
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peace, acknowledged that the Article 4 of the protocol on
been
Col. Bui Tin, chief spokesman
cease-fire is not working and truce, which has never
for the North Vietnamese delecalled on the South Vietnamese complied with. It states:
"In order to avert conflict gate claimed the South Vietand Viet Cong high commands
inand insure normal conditions namese refused to agree to
to
Article 4 in the commis— Order regular and irregu- for those armed forces which clude
sion's joint communique. There
lar armed forces and armed
was no immediate comment
police to completely end hostilfrom the South Vietnamese.
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A chili supper for the Senior on their demand that the ap— Prohibit armed patrols
has been planned by
Citizens
opposd
by
into areas controlle
(See Viefaam. Page 101
ing armed forces and flights by the Girls Devotional Group of
n
Christia
University
armed bomber and fighter air- the
Fifth Quarter Planned
Student Center.
craft of all types
The supper will be held
Tuesday, February 20, during County Youth, Christ
UDC Chapter Plans Meet the regular table games night A Fifth Quarter for all perfrom one to eight p.m. The sons, ages twelve and up, will be
At The Livesay Home
supper will start at ap- held at the Baptist Student
State
Murray
The J. N. Williams Chapter proximately five p.m. and there Center,
Friday.
on
No. 805 of the United Daughters will be a devotional period University,
February 23, at ten p.m.
of the Confederacy will have a following.
The event is sponsored by the
Food for this supper will be
coffee at the home of Mrs. John
County Youth for
local
the
of
Calloway
some
by
on
donated
Concord,
New
J. Lovesay,
Christ.
Wednesday, February 21, at ten grocery stores.
a.m.
Guest speaker for the occasion will be W. A. Smith who
will speak on "Longstreet."
All members are urged to
attend.
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Pridemore, Phillip Ovens, Ricky Edwards, Lloyd
Dowdy, Jerry Edwards, Ed Jennings, Bernard Steen, Lyk
Bud Hoke, Randy I.ynn, and Bud Miller.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Judge Orders Forced Integration
In Hundreds Of Southern Schools

Clio Colson, who lives in the
Faxon Area, has filed for
magistrate in Distriet One„.
according to Marvin Harris,
Calloway County Court Clerk.
Colson is married to the
former June Lee, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ovie Lee. The
Colson's have two children,
Donald, 11, and Roger, 9.
Colson, the son of Mr. and
Colson,
Mrs. Prentice
graduated from Almo High
School.
candidates . for
Other
magistrate of that district are
Wayne Flora, incumbent, Joe
Ed Pritchett, and Carroll Guy.
William Hornbuckle, who had
filed for the post, has withdrawn, according to Harris
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Sunny and cold today. Fair
and not quite so cold tonight.
High today 25 to 30, low tonight
in the teens. Increasing cloudiness and warmer Sunday, with
a high in the low 40s. Considerable cloudiness and warmer
Monday.
Kentucky's extended outlook
for Monday through Wednesday
Variable cloudiness with near
seasonal temperatures Monday
through Wednesday. Chance of
rain in the south portion Monday and chance of a few showers mostly in the north Wednesday, High temperatures in the
upper as and low temperatures
in the upper 20s through the period
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The judge noted that, between January 1969 and February 1970, HEW told 10 states
that they were operating racially segregated colleges, but
have so far failed to take any
enforcement action or ask the
Justice Department to sue.
He said HEW never received
desegregation plans from Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma,
North Carolina and Florida,
and noted that five states—Arkansas, Pennsylvania, Georgia,
Maryland and Virginia—submitted unacceptable plans.

State Officials Bewildered At
Court Desegregation Decision

Kindergarten Now Open
Registration for the 1973-74
Sigma Kindergarten term is
now open, according to Mrs
Robert V. Johnson, Kindergarten chairman for the
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Parents desiring to enroll
their children should call 7533017 for further information.
The Sigma Kindergarten is
Robertson
at
located
Elementary School,

regation effort. Attorneys working with the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People's legal-defense
initiated the suit in 1971
fund
_

Dr. Clegg Austin

Dr. Austin To
Speak, Nurses
Austin,
Clegg
Dr.
pediatrician, will be the guest
speaker at the Community
Continuing Education meeting
for nurses, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, to be held Tuesday,
February 20, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Conference Room of the
hospital.
The Murray doctor is
associated with the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc. He is a
graduate of the University of
Louisville Medical School and
served two years in the U.S.
Army. Dr. Austin is the son of
Mrs. A.B. Austin and the late
Mr. Austin of Murrey.''We and
his wife Janice have four
children, Jill, Brent, Mark and
Paul, and reside on the Lynn
Grove Road.
Dr. Austin will be speaking on
the Pediatric patient's fears
and anxieties and the nurses'
observation of a pediatric
patient compared to that of an
adult.
All community nurses are
invited to dttend, a hospital
spokesman said.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"There's been a mistake
somewhere."
The comment by Richmond
school Superintendent Donald
Hayes typified the bewildered
reaction of several Kentucky
school officials to a court decision that the federal government has been dragging its
heels in enforcing desegregation.
U. S. District Judge John H.
Pratt ordered the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare to force compliance proceedings against ten Kentucky
districts as well as several hundred others in 17 Southern and
border states.
Pratt said HEW has not requested compliance plans from
five Kentucky districts with
disracial
"substantial
proportion:" Louisville, Richmond, Bowling Green, Hopkins
County and Floyd County.
In addition, the judge said
five other Kentucky districts
have been found by HEW to be
''in presumptive violation" of
desegregation standards but
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs Ruby Betz who served as
nurse for the late Dr. Rob
Mason here for many years is a
patient at the Mercer Hospital,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

have not submitted an accept- and specific information relatable plan for correcting the sit- ing to compliance or noncomuation. These districts are pliance" may be "somewhat
Christian-Hopkinsville,Fayette, rwt of date."
It was this statement in a
Jefferson, _Maysville and
footnote that Kentucky officials
Owensboro.
Pratt wrote in a footnote to found difficult to understand.
his decision that because more "Somebody must not know
than two years elaspsed betwen about our situation," Hayes
the filing of the lawsuit and his said.
iSee Officials, Page 101
order "some of the evidence

Medical Program Spends
$80,000 In This Region
Dr. Faxon Payne, Hopkinsville chairman of the Southwest Kentucky Area Advisory
Group of the Tennessee MidRegional
South
Medical
Program, reported today that 8
projects totaling $80,000 were
conducted last year to improve
the health care of the citizens of
this region.
These included: cancer
education and registry, continuing education, conferences
professionals,
health
for
diabetes education program.
hypertension diagnostic center,
a communications system
linking hospitals in Caldwell,
Calloway, Christian, Logan and

"Rik_

Trigg counties, a home health
agency in Bowling Green, and
Pennyrile
for
planning
emergency medical services.
During this period the Area
Planning Office Project for
coordination, operational
control and evaluation of these
projects contributed an additional $77,000 to the area, he
said.
Dr. Payne announced that 5
projects costing $130,000, are
planned for 1973-75. Included
among these are:
1. Education activities for
physicians, nurses, allied health
professionals and patients, as
well as education of the general
tSee Medical, Page 10)
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By JOE HALL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — Congress is trying again this year
to set up effective machinery to
control the budget, but past efforts show it to be a thankless
task with little chance of success.
But some veteran members
are saying things are different
this time.
They point to substantial deficit spending the last three
years, the weakening of the dollar abroad, the 96-billion balance-of-payments deficit last
year and the steady march of
Inflation through recession and
boom periods.
All these, some say, may
have convinced a majority that
they no longer can deal with
the budget on a business-asusual basis. That basis often

SATURDAY—FEBRUARY 17, 11173

Superhighway Special
The Ohio Turnpike continues to be one of the best

superhighways in
advertisements for the role of
traffic
helping keep down the nation's appalling
death toll.
'pike'
There was not a single fatal accident on the
period,
holiday
s
Christma
five-day
the
during
the
during which more than 325,000 drivers used
18th
for
the
weekend,
.eozsd•- And for the New Year's
straight year since the Ohio Turnpike opened', there
were no traffic deaths - Shreveport ( La Journal.

LLDGER a TIML8 FILL

Leslie Jones, age 85, Mrs.
age 79, Cliff ThompLinn,
Hoyt
Mrs.
Ryan.
Minnie
son, age 74, and Oscar Kline, age 69.
An effort was made this morning in Calloway
County to bring about a more equitable redistricting
in the present move to reapportion the senatorial
districts in the state.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds galloped to an
early lead in the basketball game and then out
distanced a late rally to drop Western 87 to 74 here
before an estimated 6,000 fans. Vernas and Namciu
both got 21 points each for Murray.
"I..ow birth rate in 1942-45 and explosion in 1946-48
causes difficilty in schools in state," is headline on
Deaths reported are R

story today

20 Years Ago Today
Finis A. Hale, age 73, died this, morning at the
Murray Hospital.
Sealed bids are being received for the completion
of the third floor of the new high school building,
located on South 9th Street, according to W. Z.
Carter, superintendent of City Schools.
A love offering of $1,010 was given to Dr. H. C.
Chiles last Sunday at the morning service of the
First Baptist Church. The love offering was taken up
secretly by the congregation and giyen to him by
music.
of
Hampsher, minister
Harry
Mr. and Mrs. —I:At— Walston announce the
engagement of their daughter, Jeanette, to Phillip
Howard Murdock, son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Andrew Murdock.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
:

Tobacco sales on the local market averaged $15.26
last week as compared with $15.92 the week before
The February call by the Selective Service includes 65 from Calloway County. Included in the list
published are five volunteers—Wayne Douglass
King, Robert Preston Buchanan, James Robert
Payne, Homer Goyer Bullard, and Boyd Chamold.
years
18
pion—all

NEW SPUR FOR CRIME FIGHT

Stennis attack jolts Congress
The robbery and shooting of Sen.
John Stennis outside his home in
Washington has galvanized his fellow members of Congress into
promises of prompt action on anticrime legislation. This is what their
constituents have been demanding
ever since crime rates in the United
States of America began taking off
like a sky-rocket a decade ago. For
senators, our shameful national
crime problem again has been
brought close to home.
Senator Stennis now becomes part
of the FBI crime reports which are
laid regularly on the desks of all
members of Congress. He is one of
the half-million Americans who are
expected to be victims of robberies
this year. His case is one of the aggravated assaults which have been
increasing at the rate of 10 per cent a
year.
Congress is well aware of these
statistics, or should be, just as all official Washington is aware that the
broad avenues and classic facades
of our national capital do not keep it
from being one of our most dangerous cities after dark. Secretaries
have been raped within a block of
the Senate Office Building. In 1971
two men entered that building and
robbed, bound and gagged the personal secretary of Sen. John McClellan of Arkansas. The senator, who
was working in a nearby office at the
time, said he was not surprised —
the same thing was going on all over
town.
Senator McClellan's Judiciary
sub-committee has now been urged

by the Senate leadership to give top
priority to anti-crime lepislation it is
considering. It should do so, and also
impress on its colleagues in government, the judiciary, that new federal
programs may not help until all the
laws are applied in a way that
makes them mean what they say.
The gunshot wounds suffered by
Senator Stennis could have been
fatal. We can hope. that this spurs
Congress to meet its responsibility
to reenact death penalty legislation
which would meet the standards of
constitutionality defined last year by
the Supreme Court. State legislatures as well-should be jarred into a
response to the powerful public sentiment for restoration of capital punishment revealed in opinion polls.
At his news conference Jan. 31,
President Nixon observed that there
is now another good argument for
outlawing those small handguns
known as "Saturday night specials."
Nearly a year ago the halls of Congress were ringing with expressions
of the same thought. The occasion
was the attempted assassination of
Gov. George Wallace.
Then congressional interest in the
subject subsided. As we wish Senator Stennis a speedy recovery we
can also hope his colleagues will be
prepared to welcome him back to
the Senate with tangible evidence of
their concern for the crime problem
which has made him its victim. He
has been around long enough to recognize congressional rhetoric for
what it is.

Deaths reported are Mrs. Nancy Elizabeth
Hargrove, age 'Kt, Pvt. Dewey O'Neal, killed in
. training in Arkansas, L. F. (Leonard) Wilson,
---- Barney Edward Lawrence, age 69. Roger (Pete)
;
r Blackwood, age 25, and Cyrus Rupert Orr, age 57.
.

-

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Waldrop are today celebrating
their 67th wedding anniversary at their home at Five
Points.
Mrs.
t Births reported include a boy to Mr. and
and
Mr.
to
boy
- Terry Lee Ray on February 12, a
Mr.
to
boy
a
and
13,
February
. Mrs. Coy Leon Hale on
14.
February
on
Hargis
and Mrs. Fred

1
I

t

Bible Thoughtfor Today

has resulted in a spending increase even though the legislators pretended otherwise.
In 1972, for example, Congress cut President Nixon's appropriations requests by $5 billion. But it took other actions
that actually would have boosted spending by more than $9
billion if the President had not
refused to spend all the money
voted.
Congress has made three other major attempts since World
War II to set effective controls
on spending, and all have
failed.
The new effort is being directed by a 26-member Joint
Study Committee on Budget
Control set up last October
when Congress refused to grant
Nixon a 9250-billion spending
ceiling for fiscal 1973. The panel has agreed unanimously on
11 principles which it asserts
can bring the budget under control.
Rep. Al'Ullrnan, retif7i1cochairman, hailed this as a giant
first step and said he is confident the group will be successful in working out details in

HARLAN, Ky.( AP)—Bill
Hopkins has a Renault parked
in the showroom at Bluegrass
Auto Renewal that is valued at
$50,000.
Hopkins collects antique cars,
and the Renault is a 1909 model
he found in Scottsville, Ariz.
There are 13 autos in Hopkins' collection, including a 1926
Peerless roadster that Will Rogers drove around the studios
at Warner Bros.
The Peerless was bought
from the man who recently sold
the auto used by Hitler during
World War II, Hopkins said.
It is being reworked by
George Williams, who turns out
a refinished car about every
four to six months.
The work is often tedious and
frustrating, Williams says, involving whittling wood to make
door handles and welding new
metal onto apparently irreparable chassis.
Special suppliers in Ohio,
Georgia and Tennessee provide
the parts, and when they can't
help, some are custom-made
from specifications found in antique parts manuals.
Eventually, Hopkins says, he
hopes to have his own museum
for his rescued relics, which include the first custom-built
Pierce Arrow coach and a 1931
Ford with all the original parts

Isn't It Th• - Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The viewpoint of the human male is distorted by
the peculiar genius of the human female, the
creature, who has been forever aware that men can
beIld for a lifted eyebrow, a wiggle, a smile or a
giggle and what it means is that neither can eversimply
escape from the other. A man isn't sole
because
safe
isn't
woman
A
game.
fair
is
because he
WINTER PHENOMENON—On a frosty morning in Dover, Delaware, spray from
built up the
nearby lake coated blades of grass that took on odd shapes. Some of the Ice
grass blades to a thickness of otie half inch, an added decoration for restaurant in hacl.
ground

the next two months.
Under the principles, Congress would fix a spending cellmg each year early in the session and would establish procedures to guarantee the ceiling
is kept.
But veteran members of ('ongress and staff experts in the
field all do not share Ullman's
optimism.
They say problems will come
in trying to fill in the details of
how the general principles will
be carried out.
The key problem, they emphasize, is that there are two
budgets and it is almost impossible to get them to mesh.
Each January, the president
submits a spending budget for
the year starting the next July
I. But Congress holds hearings
on the second budget, which
sets out how the president
wants the money spent.
Much of the spending in any
year is from appropriations
made by past Congresses. Conversely, much of what Congress
approves in a particular year
will not be spent until later

Worker Sentenced On
Flag Desecration Charge

Hospital Report
Feb. 11, 1173
ADULTS 101
NURSERY 9
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Patsy Gail Pulley and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Benton,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dorothy Louella Danner, 103 S. 10th St., Murray,
Willie B. Bean, Rt. I, Farmington, Mrs. Novie Hale, 635
Murray Court, Murray, Wade
Enlo Green, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Master Robert Lawrence
Washer, Rt. 5, Murray, Hubert
Levi Newberry, Rt. 1, Box 251,
Almo, Mrs. Georgia Enna
Bailey, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Marcelle Marie Foshee, Rt. 5,
Burger Rd., Murray, Master
Terry Lamont Hudson, 213
Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Emma
Lee McCuiston, 306 S. 4th,
Murray, Mrs. Tommie Patricia
Seabury, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Gladys Mary Garland, Rt. 1,
Alum), Mrs. Jessie Eunice Dale,
Box 205, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Lonie Tennessee Eldridge, 213
Irvan, Murray,
Mrs. Lue Cindy Higgins
(expired), Rt. 1, Dexter.

By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press Writer
HARTFORD CITY, Ind.(AP)
— A long-haired factory worker
accused of desecrating the flag
says his name, his family and
his credit have suffered from
his public penance.
Gary E. Wardrip, 21, was
sentenced to bear Old Glory for
three hours last weekend outside City Hall for pinning an
American flag in his mini-bus
as a curtain.
He says the flag was sent to
him for buying U.S. Savings
Bonds.
Carping, curious and even
compassionate citizens flocked
around while police guards
stood by in this manufacturing
city of 8,000 in north central Indiana.
"It tore me down — and my
family. It was like the old days
when they slapped you in the
stocks — they were trying to do
the same thing to me," said
Wardrip, who paints television
tubes on an assembly line.
He has asked for a review in
Circuit Court.
Wardrip endured only 60 minutes. He completed his sentence
in a cleared, guarded courtroom, standing under a plaque
bearing the Pledge of Allegiance.
"I'm just as American as
anyone — 1 dig the flag. But
the guys at work have been
looking down on me. I guess
they think I'm a Communist or
something," he said. He contends the publicity also has
hurt his credit.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Children, obey your parents in the Lord: for this is
right.—Ephesiank 6:1.
The first lesson every child should learn is
obedience. Only they who have become accustomed
to the disciplines of life really enjoy living.

she doesn't want to be.
"There was never a woman who was not
smarter than any man—about men."
—Dictionary of Opinions

Miss Gayle
Honored At

Federal State Market News
Service February February 16,
1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 925 Est. 1500
Barrows and Gilts fully 25 cents
lower Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 36.25-36.75
US 1-3 200-250 Ihri , 35.50-36.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs, 35.00-35.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 34.25-35.00
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 lbs 30 00-30.50
few 31.00
US
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 29.00-30.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 28.00-29.00
few at 27.00
Boars 23.00-27.00

glassworker father, John
Wardrip, says, "People look at
me like I'm the father of a nogood son, but he didn't hurt the
flag. Some people who used to
meet me on the street don't
talk to me now."
On the day before American
prisoners of war were to be released, Wardrip held a courtroom flag in the biting wind before about 40 long-hairs, American Legionnaires in full regalia, Boy Scouts and assorted
onlookers. The word "Commie"
was shouted repeatedly.
A few persons shook his
hand. Some shook their heads
and clucked. Police said arguments broke out and one man
threatened to strike him. But
most just jeered or stared.
Wardrip finally asked to see
City Judge Keith Rees, who
passed sentence. "I don't care
what happeq,s, I can't face the
people outside," Waldrip told
the judge.
Wardrip's distress and the
mood of the crowd convinced
Rees to let him stay indoors.
Police arrested Wardrip last
month when they discovered
the flag serving as a curtain in
his bus. He pleaded guilty and
was given the choice of paying
a fine or carrying the flag complete with golden fringe and
eagle_
The maximum penalty is $1.000 and one year in jail.
"What could I do? I ain't got
$1,000. It wasn't much of a
choice. Either look like an idiot
or let my wife and kids go hungry," he said.
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Miss Teresa GI
bride-elect of Davi.
honored with a
coffee at the
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The honoree, att.)
red double knit dr
by white lace, wi
with a corsage 0.
nations to comp
outfit, by the host(
The bride-elec
colors of red and
carried out with re
on tables draped
cloths.
Guests calling
hours of ten o'c
morning to twelve
served refreshrni
beautifully appo
overlaid with a
cloth. The table v
with a lovely arn
red .and white
Coffee was served I
coffee service.
The guest registe
approximately si
was kCIA by M
Hughes.
A special gue(
Rogers was her g
Mrs. Lela Broach.
guests included N.
Butler and Mrs. W
of Louisville,
r
sister of the in
respectively.
The hostesses
Marvin Harris, Mn
Adams, Mrs. Art
James Hamilton,
Starks, Mrs. Archi
and Miss Betty Ann
presented Miss Ho
harvest gold electr.

Children's Movie
Today 8 Sun. 1 tit 3
"Courage of Lassie"Il
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Miss Gayle Rogers
Honored At Coffee
At Holiday Inn
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Saturday, February 17
Moffett, Dale Nance, John C.
The Murray-Calloway County Winter, Dan Miller, Don
Miss Teresa Gayle Rogers, Shrine Club will have its regular Robinson, Tornmye Taylor,
bride-elect of David Butler, was potluck supper and social James Owen, and Vernon
honored with a prenuptial meeting at the WOW Hall at Shown.
coffee at the Holiday Inn, 6:30 p.m.
The Christian Women's
Saturday, February 10.
Couples Bridge will be held at Fellowship of the First
The honoree, attired in a long the
Oaks Country Club at 7:30 Christian Church will meet in
red double knit dress accented
p.m. Call Mr. and Mrs. Jack the church library at ten a.m.
by white lace, was presented
Andersen 753-7932 days or Mr.
with a corsage of white carand Mrs. Robert Brown 753-3869
The United Methodist Women
nations to complement her nights
for reservations by of Martin's Chapel
Church will
outfit, by the hostesses.
Friday evening.
meet at the home of Mrs.
The bride-elect's chosen
Wallace Ford at seven p.m.
colors of red and white were
Sunday, February 18
with Mrs. W.A. Cunningham as
carried out With red carnations
Officers' Training Day for cohostess.
on tables draped with white
United Methodist Women of the
cloths.
Paris District will be held at the
Senior Citizens will meet at
Guests calling between the First
Church, Fulton, at two the Ellis Center at ten a.m.
hours of ten o'clock in the p.m,
Bridge will be at 130 p.m. and
morning to twelve noon were
games will be from one to eight
served refreshments from a
Monday, February 19
p.m.
beautifully appointed table
Weight Control classes will be
overlaid with a white linen held at the Calloway County
cloth. The table was centered Health Center at ten a.m. and
Open meeting on wills and
with a lovely arrangement of 6:30 p.m. Persons may prered .and white carnations. register by calling Mrs. Jo Ann deeds, sponsored by HomeCoffee was served from a silver Harmon, Phone 753-3381, or makers Club, will be at
University
coffee service.
School
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Phone the
Auditorium, North 18th Street,
The guest register, signed by 753-1473.
at seven p.m. The public is
approximately sixty people,
was tot by watiklithit. Murray Chapter of National invited.
Hughes.
(
A special guest of Miss will meet at the recital hall of
Wednesday, February !I
Rogers was her grandmother, the Fine Arts building. Murray
Ladies day luncheon will be
Mrs. Lela Broach. Out of town State University, at 7:15 p.m.
served at the Murray-Calloway
guests included Mrs LaVerne
Country Club at 12 noon with
Butler and Mrs. Wayne Hodge
The Penny Homemakers Club Mesdames 0.8.
of Louisville,
Boone, Robert
mother and
will have a potluck luncheon Williams, James
sister of the groom to-be
Harris, Mona
meeting at the home of Mrs. Purdom, Gene
Landon, George
respectively.
Clifton Harrell at ten a.m
Oakley, Hunt Smock, and Fred
The hostesses were Mrs.
Wells as hostesses Bridge
Marvin Harris, Mrs. William C.
The United Methodist Women chairmen will be
Mrs. Richard
Adams, Mrs. Art Lee, Mrs.
of the Russell's Chapel Church Hutson and
Mrs
James Hamilton, Mrs. Bobby
Gary
will meet at the home of Mrs. Marquardt
Starks, Mrs. Archie Simmons,
Barbara Brown at one pin
and Miss Betty Ann Rogers who
presented Miss Rogers with a
The Suburban Homemakers
Wadesboro Homemakers
harvest gold electric mixer.
Club wilp meet at the home of Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Leon Adams, 803 Sunny Mrs Baron Palmer at seven
Lane, at seven p.m.
p.m.

Bible-quoting reader
casts a few stones
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The longer I read your column, the
more convinced I am that you should not be giving advice
to people.
A woman wrote in and said that she had two children—
one was illegitimate .and the other was legitimate. She said
her mother bought presents for the legitimate child and
treated him nice, but she looked thru the illegitimate one
like he wasn't even there, and even refused to recognize
him as her grandson. And YOU told the girl that her
mother must be sick!
Abby. I think YOU'RE sick "The Bible teaches us that
an illegitimate child is a bastard, and that is why the
grandmother objects to him, in caw you can't figure it out.
You should not condone sin
- LITILK1I4
ARIL,ILLADER
DEAR READER: U you want to quote the Bible, there
are many references to -forgiving." judging not. casting
the first, and being kind to one another. Why should a child
be punished for the circumstances of his birth?

-.
viimiarer.
r4,011„:
4
-%

Mises- •
•

OFFICERS OF the Murray-Calloway County Retired Teache
rs Association are, left to right, Mrs.
Justine Story, president, Hall McCuiston, vice-pr
esident, and Mrs. Virgil Grogan, secretary. Mrs.
Mary Smith, treasurer, was absent when the picture was
made.

Methodist Women
Of Gosheft Chufch
Has Program Meet

Mayor Holmes Ellis Speaker At Meeting
Of Mifffey-Catioway -Retired Teacheis

Holmes Ellis, mayor of the Murray will receive apCity of Murray, was the guest proximately $60,000 for street
The United Methodist Women speaker at the recent
meeting of improvements with the state's
of the Goshen Church opened the Murray-Callow
DEAR ABBY I am a waitress in a good restaur
ay County sharing a portion of the gasoline
ant. We
their
meeting
held February 7, Retired Teachers Association tax with cities
have a nice spacious checkroom for people to
and urban areas.
check their
at seven o'clock in the evening held at the commun
coats and packages SO WHY DON'T THEY?
ity room of
The mayor said he was opwith the hymn, -The Church Is the Murray Federal
There is no charge. It is an accommodatio
Savings timistic for Murray and
n for the
One Foundation." Mrs. Nell and Loan Aasocia
customers. Some give the checking room girl
tion.
a quarter or
Calloway County
Rhea accompanied the group on
maybe 50 cents, but even that is not necessary.
Ellis said Murray enjoyed the
Mrs. Justine Story, president
the piano.
The restaurant is well heated, so it's not necessa
greatest growth from 1960 to
ry for
The devotion, presented by 1970 of any city of comparable of the teachers, presided. Other
the customers to sit with their coats on while
they dine. But
officers for 1973 are Hall .McMrs. Julia Bell, consisted of a size in Kentucky west
for some strange reason they all pass up the
of Cuiston, vice-president; Mrs.
checkroom, go
to a table, then they take their coats off arid
shoppin
g
tour
to
Lord and Louisville. He reported that the
pile them onto
Denny , Mary Smith, treasurer
a chair' Then they shove some of their package
King's Department Store and Murray Electric System
s under the
, and membership chairman, and
table and chairs, and clutter up the table with more
reading of the twenty-third Murray Natural Gas System
pack, Mrs. Virgil Grogan, secretary.
ages until the place looks like a disaster
Psalms.
and Murray-Calloway County
area after
Members of the Executive
hurricane
The
program, entitled Hospital are in good financial
Committee are the officers, Dr.
With such a cluttered table, it's awfully hard
Guest recital by Dr Maurice
"Living
and
Acting
conditi
on,
In
Love,"
with
to
the 50 bed Rhea Parsons, Otis
serve,
United Methodist Women of
Lovins,
and if something is spilled, the customer is always
Hinson, pianist, and Dr. Jay
was selected and presented by hospital addition now
right, so
under Mrs. Reba Miller, telepho
the waitress has to pay the cleaning bill!
ne,
Wilkey, baritone, Southern Coles Camp Ground Church will
Mrs. Marelle Farlesa who was construction to be financed
out
meet
at the church at seven
Mrs Wilma McCuutton, social,
Abby, please be a pal and print this Last
Baptist Theological Seminary,
assisted by Mrs. Mildred of operating revenues.
holiday
p.m
Mrs. Zitell Goheen, program,
season was just murder!
Louisville,
Adams and Mrs Nell Rhea.
has
been
DOT IN CHICAGO
The mayor said Murray now
Mrs. Thyra Crawford,card, and
resched
uled
These
at
Provid
11:30
p.m.
ladies
The
ence
at the
New conducted a In- has 192 units of low rent public
DEAR DoT: Here's your letter, and let's
Miss
Roberta
Ince the folks
Whitnah,
terview which compared the housing which are
Homemakers met with Mrs. Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
Baptist Young Women of
get the message.
much in reporter.
lives and minions of early and demand and vacanc
Allbritten
Jim
Tuesday, State University.
Flint Church will meet at seven
ies InThe next meeting will be a
modern
February 13, at one o'clock in
p.m. at the church.
Christiana.
The frequent.
Murray
DEAR ABBY • Your response to the boy
State luncheon on Tuesday, April 3, at
Health
Class
for
of
14
Senior
who
was
program emphasized that God University continues to
the afternoon
strande
d
because his father was jailed was rather one-sid
be a 12 noon at the Colonia
l House
ed
is the same to all individuals. great asset both
Mrs. Anton Herndon called Citizens will be at Ellis Center
to say the least Maybe the man was
economically Smorgasbord.
drunk and maybe he
All retired
Executive Board of Kirksey
During
the meeting to order and Mrs. at eleven am.
the
business session and culturally and Murray is
wasn't In any case, you passed up an
teachers now living In Murray
excellent opportunity
PTA will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the president, Mrs. Sue Anne now the cultural center
Allbritten read from Acts 9:36
to shed some light on a situation which is a
Methodist Men of the Dexterof the and Calloway County
national scandal.
are Inthe home of Mrs. Ralph Darnell.
Hutson,
Mrs. Jack Rose called the roll Hardin United
urged
all
member
Prucha
As
s
to
a physician who has spent literally
ae are., Ellis said.
Methodist
vited to join this organization
thousands of
attend the valentine party,
with each member giving a Church will meet at seven
hours in busy emergency reams in several
Mayor Ellis told of the federal
p.m.
hospitals across
February 14, at seven p.m. at revenue sharing which
quote from Abraham Lincoln or with Harold Brockwell
the country, the account of this man's
of B.F.
will
Toastmasters will meet at
dilemma is only too
Fruit pie
be it cherrs
the home of Mrs. Glenda enable the city to add
George Washington. She also Goodrich Company,
familia
r
I
have
found that most policemen have almost
many
as speaker. Triangle Inn at 6:45 am
peach, apple, lemon, aprtcot or
Wilson The group veiled to send improvements. The
read the minutes from the
absolute confidence in their diagnostic
city and
whatever - is- America s
abilities 11 an offian offering to Reelfoot Rural county are now working
January meeting.
cer declares a sutoect to be drunk, he might
The Murray High School PTA
toward
favorite dessert
as well be,
with ice
Ministery
because he is doomed to he treated as such
pruchasmg a city-county park
at the
cream second, and a corn
The Lottie Moon Group of the
school
I base this
Mrs. Herndon told the date of will meet
The
conclus
meeting
ion
on the fact that I do not know of a single case
concluded with site indirectly because of
bination of the first two, pie a la
of
the _irate meeting and en- cafeteria at seven p.m. The First Baptist Church Women
refreshments being served In revenue sharing. He
a policeman initially bringing a "drunk - to
also said mode, third
a hospital in
couraged attendance from this "Phase Elective English will meet at the church at 6:30
the basement by Mrs. Erma
order to verify his optriton. On the other hand.
I recall
club. The special lesson to be in Program" will be explained by p.m
Outland and Mrs. Agnes
several dozen occasions when officers have rushed
Mrs.
Mauric
e
Humphr
ey.
persons
March on loop rug making was
from jail to hospital in a critical state—or—dea
Watson.
d It is
The J.N. Williams Chapter
of interest to some. Mrs. Rose
reasonable to assume that some of these could
The
Murray
have been
Postoffice, will No. 805 of the United Daughters
was a representative from this
saved if they had been brought to the hospital in the
first
club that attended a meeting in observe Washington's birthday of the Confederacy will have a
place.
coffee at the home of Mrs. John
Mayfield, and she discussed it with no city or rural mail
THE
Many medical conditions, from prolonged sleep loss to
delivery. Lobby will be open for J. Livesay, New Concord
with the members.
, at ten
brain
tumor,
closely
resembl
e
drunken
ness In this state anyboxholders and purchase of a.m. W.A. Smith will be
the
one too sick or too disoriented to submit to a chemica
Mrs
Hardiman Miller, stamps from machines. Special speaker.
l test
for
intoxica
tion stands a good chance of being branded
landscape leader told of her delivery service will be
"drunk." It may help someone somewhere to state
news letter on tree planting.
maintained.
that it
is possible—as just one example—to have a little
beer and
The Blankenship Circle of the
The lesson for February on
a lot of diabetic coma. The coma can be fatal.
MGM
Tuesday, February WI
United Methodist Women of the
"Decorative Trim" was given
CONCERNED M. D. IN ALABAMA
Circle
South
1
the
of
First United
by Mrs. George Shoemaker and
Pleasant Grove Church
DEAR CON('ERNED You are not alone in your
met Wednesday evening,
Mrs. James Puckett who had Methodist Church Women will
emaCOUMGE
cern..
Watch
this column f‘d• more on this sub)ect.
February 7, at the home of
got the lesson that was given by meet in the social hall of the
Mrs. Geneva Cooper.
Dean Roper of Mayfield. church at two p.m.
ProblemsYeaH feel better Wye§ get
it off your client.
"Trims should look as if it were
For a personal reply. write is ABBY:
Mrs. Glinda Hill, president,
Rol No finffe. Ls A..
needed before it should be used,
Faith Doran Circle of the
presided at the business
Falk
We.
Enclose
stamped
. self-addressed eavelope.
they said.
First United Methodits Church
in the
session. In the absence of the
please.
American wildernesa
secretary, Mrs. Hill gave the
For their demonstration they Women will meet at the home of
LASSIE FACES
minutes from the last meeting
had samples of edgings, Mrs. Vernon Roberts, 308 North
For Abby's booklet, how to Have
a Level, Wedding,"
and
THE
called
the
roll.
GREATEST
trimmings, materials, covering 8th Street, at two p.m.
Mrs.
Martha
seed 111 to Abby. Box WV Los Angeles
. CaL 98188.
Butterworth gave the financial
TEST OF COURAGE
of cordings, makings, of frog
Dorothy Group of the First
report.
fasteners, articles with top
a dog could
The group voted to have the
stitching, samples of window Baptist Church will meet at the
ever know
March meeting with the Corpane buttonholds, and how to home of Mrs. Richard E.
*INNER
Walker at ten a.m.
'414
delis Erwin Circle with a
01
mitre corners.
PARENTS
missionary as speaker.
MACA/INE
Mrs John Dale's word
Coldwater Homemakers Club
At the close of the meeting,
AWARD
scramble quiz with interest on will meet with Mrs. Dan Bazzell
Mrs. Cooper read a selection
The quarterly meeting of the Clarksville, Tenn.,
Miss
Elaine
ettftts"COURAGE OF LASSIE"
Eversm
was
eyer
chosen
Washington and February was at 12:30 p.m.
from the Bible.
Blood River Associational to fill the office of secreta
--Shows Alaskan Slides
ELIZABETH TAYLOR FRANK MORGAN • TOM
rywon by Mrs. Hardiman Miller,
DRAKE
Refreshtnents were served to
Baptist Young Women was held treasurer for a second
Pboorsit
nor usi I.'H I Cii 1111( COI YIC Malta ig
term.
after she and Mrs. Herndon
Good
Shepherd
the
ten
United
member
Tuesday, February 13, at seven
s present by
broke their tie.
ditanitanina
Many challenging and new
Methodist Women will meet at
fftaaaMOSION
Mrs. Cooper.
o'clock in the evening at
SMal
suggestions were made as to
Mrs. Allbritten served a nice the church at one p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church.
Mission
Action
sandwich plate for the memMrs. Judy Coch, president of possible
Murray Assembly No. 19
bers, and three visitors.
the B. Y. W. group at Memorial, Projects for the calendar year
ONE HOUR SERV1Ct
In March the club will meet Order of the Rainbow for Girls
welcomed the group Misses of 1773, several of which were
The Calloway County 4-H
will meet at the Masonic Hall at Teen Club enjoyed a talk and
with Mrs. Terry Housden.
Sandra Simmons and Kathy adopted by vote of acclamation.
seven p.m.
Kelly led the group in the hymn
slide program by Miss Elaine
The next meeting is scheduled
Eversmeyer at the monthly "He Keeps Me Singing." Misses to be held April 17
....te).--/,
at the B. S. U.
* Good Monday, Tuesday & Wed., Feb. 19, 20, 21. *
The Music Department of the meeting held Monday evening, Charlotte Jones and Nancy at 7:30 p.m. A special comHappy Birthday to k,
County
Februa
Wheeler
the
ry
12,
at
,
of
the
B
mittee
read
S
the
IT
was
chosen to plan the
Murray Woman's Club will
prayer calendar and Donna Upcoming meeting
Sharon
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the club Extension office.
Ladies or Mens
Eversmeyer, a teen club Castille led in prayer. The roll
Miss
house for a dinner meeting with
McConnell
Appointments to this commember, showed slides of the call and minutes were read by
mittee were made as follows
/...4.. ......,-.....›, -.:---........0 husbands and guests. Hostesses trip she and
her family made to the secretary-treasurer, Mr9. Mrs.
will be Mesdames Charles
Kay
Doran
from
Francie
Alaska last summer. She is the
and
Teitloff.
Memorial, Miss Martha Hendaughter of Mr and Mrs.
The Associational Director, don-Cherry
Corner,
Miss
Jody
Each
Miss Glenda Kelly, presided
Harold Eversrneyer
$1
9
McCuiston-Elm Grove, Mist
Members attending were over the meeting. An election Rands
Shemwell-B. S. U. , Miss
Sandra Stark, Dianne Harrison, was held to fill the offices of Sandy
* WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICES HERE *
Tucker-B. S. U.
Carolyn
Scott,
Renee
Sledd,
preside
nt
and secretary1205 Chestnut Street
Larry Lawrence, Clair Ever- treasurer of the Association for
sawyer, Andy Coles, Ted Hale, the fiscal year 1973.
Patty Irby, Kilt Stubblefield,
Miss Sherry Tuck from the
CHILIER CHILI
Donna Heathcott, Janet Usrey, B.S.U. a History and English
To permeate "hot" chili with,
for your Drug, Prescription
Lisa Rogers and the speaker. major from Water Valley, was garlic's pungent flavor, free
and Sundry Needs
Leaders present were Mrs. chosen to fill the office of from garlic bits. masli the
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
Arlie Scott and Fred Gillum. president. Mrs. Francie Teitloff garlic with sugar, using about 1
Parents present . were Mrs. from,Elm Grove Baptist Church tablespoon per clove Then stir
East Sidi of Square
Down Town
Gerland Coles and Mrs. Joe an Elementary education major this garlic-sugar paite into the
Sledd.
"with emphasis in Music from chili mixture before cooking.
ORE HOUR SERV10E

Allbritten Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Providence Club

Blankenship Circle
Has Regular Meet
At Cooper Home

got
a
ot
un-

presents A.

I Sat 8 Sun. 1:00 til 3:00

CHilDREN'S tvIATiNEES

tW

JSIE

p•-•

Baptist Young Women Hold Quarterly Meet
At The Memorial Baptist Church, Murray

ftlaie•

Miss Eversmeyer Is
4-H Club Speaker

SPECIALS! DRY CLEANING OFFER

,. .-,. . .„. . ,.

r
4
P.i

V

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

*NI

31A/I3S 11110H

ME

LONG COATS
2-PC. SUITS

MURRAY
ONE-HOUR
LEANERS

1::ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS
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think you know too much to ask,
wool bully or a Zorro
By Jerry Allen
or you'll get into a nitt.
Aggravater.
Like every bass fisherman,
Remember no matter how
Then I'd suggest you also add
just about this time of the year,
much you learn in your lifetime
rebel.
back
the hump
I'm impatient. I just can't wait
fishing you just will not
-Well, what about deep water about
for the sun's warmth to bring
to learn it all. Regarable
be
lures?" The old reliable plastic
those batthng bass from their
of who you are and how
dless
than
fish
taken
more
has
worm
lairs to the shallows where I can
learning power you've
can't beat much
anything You
cast a lure in hopes of a strike.
Mann's worms in any flavor for got.
But, meanwhile, What do I
As you progress you'll pick up
getting the big ones, but since
more names of some
do? Well, like the rest of the
some
you're just starting out, you
lures. And you may
fishermen, I drag out my tackle
good
really
might want to stick with
box and began looking over my
yourself getting a
find
even
a
in
like
a hellbender
something
lures, picking up each one inmotor and maybe who
boat,
ounce size.
311 to
dividually and maybe sharyou may even get
It's especially good at knows
pening a hook or two.
a depth finder and go
yourself
and
deep
in
medium depths,
After I've given them an water down to 12 feet, according after those fish, pro-style some
inspection a four star general to the size you pick. lbe bigger, day. It takes only two
ingredients, time and perwould be proud of, I then take the deeper it goes.
sistence.
out my log book and look over
Then for really deep water
kooks. Here you sec, the past fishing trips I've taken.
It's time to get out your tackle box and clean It up, as well m sharpen vp all
some
pick up
box. Left to right, Lucky
With each line, I read, and you might like to
some good baits the average fisherman will almost always have in his tackle
of the lead head, spinner tail
worm.
plastic
and
the
strike,
George,
the
of
thrill
the
little
relive
Hellbender,
Rebel.
bait.
Spinner
Hellraiser,
13, Jitterbugg,
(Staff Photos by Jerry Allen) setting of the hook, playing of lures like Mann's little George.
largest
the bass and finally the memory After all the worlds
on
taken
was
bass
of
catch
of a nice string of fish dance in
Little Goerge last year, in Lake
my mind. How did I do it?
Not because I'm a great Eugula, Alabama.
-What about color?" you
fisherman, not because I'm
I'm per--(rnigittask—Thesai:d scratch my...
you that
sistant. I just can't seem to give head again and tell
controversy on
up when I know Mr. Bass is out you'll get lots of
give you
there and I've got a chance to this question but I'd
that in
is,
it
And
opinion.
my
catch him.
and
colors
dark
use
water
dark
But how did I catch him, you
lighter
might ask. Most of you are in clear water, use
plastic worms I
much better fishermen than I. colors and with
to match the
try
sometimes
Who am I to tell you how to fish?
water if
But you may be among the color of the worm to the
way
other
any
fish
get
don't
I
taken
recently
many that have
not it
it or
up bass fishing and maybe you and believe
think I can help you a little. Ok, somethimes pays off.
But keep in mind that pracso I'll try to give you a few
and the
helpful hints that a fellow can tice is what you need
line
try when starting out for the more times you get your
you'll
proficient
more
the
wet
Bass.
Mr.
ole
for
first year,
at least
First of all, you might want to be with it. Try to put in
then
find yourself a fairly stiff 5kt or two days a week at fishing,
to
talk
and
around
ask
tip
little
a
just
with
6 foot rod
own inaction so as to pitch light lures other people of your
bashful or don't
and heavy, too. Then consider terest. Don't be
a
maybe
or
reel
casting
a
either
will be in June Just work it good 5 to 1 ratio spinning reel.
The old reliable piastic worm a year round bait, but ill prime time
•
'•
Then again you might not be
slow, and wait for Mr Bass to tapp
The little George is a bass getter in the cold February months, as well as after bass start feeding
handling
or
casting
at
so apt
the stumps in March.
these sorts of equipment. In that
case get yourself a closed floe
1. After the spring spawning
spin casting reel. Several are
sauger head back to
period,
will
now on the market that
horse most any local bass to the deep water. They're really
creatures that prefer the dark,
boat.
which is ample reason to fish for
Then you say •'What now?" them after the sun sinks. During
"What kind of lures should I get rught hours, they move up from
and why should I get a par- their deep holes. Try them
times by non-shooters,. once did he mention that five
Most shooting accidents are all
ticular kind" In answer to your deeper, too, at night, but the result of poor judgment, Misguided non-shooters who are people were killed that same
questions I'd say ''Start out with chances are that you'll be able excitement or fatigue. Gun not interested in shooting sports day in that state in a Oro-car
a few top water lures and then to hook them near the top.
safety is something that ey continue to resist the Fact that collision.
maybe you might want to try
Despite the high margin of
hunter must respect and the man-not the gun—is
the old reliable plastic worm.
responsible for accidents and safety in hunting and the impractice at all times.
2. Used flashbulbs can be
What name of lures should I painted with nail polish and
record
safety
I have shot guns most of my crime, and they continue to pressive
use' You asked again. Well, I'd useci as extra bobbers. Wind a
life. But I have never worried suggest that stronger anti-gun established by millions of
probably scratch my head rubber band several times
about getting hit while hunting. legislation would solve all the hunters, the anti-gun boys
before answering as would around the base of each bulb. Statistics prove that a hunter is map:if crime problems.
continue to press for more antialmost any fishermen. Then I'd When you want to put one on, safer in the hunting field than he
As most of you already know, gun laws. Thy won't solve the
suggest for topwater —Lucky 13, Just thread the line through the
hunting
accident crime problem, of course, but
is in his own home, at work or on every
Hellraiser, Devils Horse. Jit- windings. The bobber will stay
the highways. In fact, per- generally becomes sensational they can foul-up the works for
terbugg or a Hula Popper
hunters •
of
on securely and can be slid up or
centage wise, hunters are news copy. Last year a national millions
Any would be a wise choice to down the line to put a bait at any
probably the most safety- commentator spent four everywhere. What can we do'
start out with in a medium size desired depth.
conscious people in the country. minutes of hLs flve-minute show Don't give them any amLs to sa ounce bait. Then for. a
- munition. Don't do anything
Yet hunters are not free of talking about a fatal gun a,
medium runner I'd suggest you
3. Trolling for sauger can shooting accidents. I think we cident involving a hunter. Not foolish
pick out yourself a few spinner
often be more effective if you can be, if every shooter will
baits, such as Mann promociel put your motor into reverse, or, remember that the most
By the way. if you make
throw,
Just
stumps.
the
Into
move
bass
Mies
spring
The Hellbender is a prime bait in the early
a long cast across the pool
it
turn
reverse,
his
is
earth
on
animal
no
valuable
If you have
and hook a trout, you'll probreel. and hang on It's a real hot bait in March.
ably spook the remaining fish
one hundred eighty degrees so fellowman—a creature who can
in the area when you bring
that the motor will pull the boat become invisible in even a
him in.
CHRYSLER
This will enable you small amount of cover.
AAJMORLZIO DEALER
first.
stern
warrows cOPProuirldli
-Pans" are at the lower
CHEMICAL
The biggest trophy buck is not
to move ahead more slowsly
end of pools where the water
INC.
CO.
fans out before breaking into
and to control the boat more worth it, unless the hunter can
IS OUR
the next riffle. Fans usually
easily at that speed, It will also assure himself that he is
"PROMPT. EFFIC IENT SERVICE
are a favorite feeding spot
M AJOR BUSINESS"
prevent lines from entangling making a safe shot. I remember
for trout.
down on a
in the prop-particularly that of pulling
Cast from the side of the
By VIROIL WARD
is
he
if
stanoperator
buck
whitetail
beautiful
pool and you'll have a good
the motor
WHEN AND WHERE
chance of getting a strike.
ding in the first rays of sunshine
trolling too
TO FIND TROUT
that penetrated a darkened
Dear Virgii.
What's the best time to
4. Drifting is another suc- forest. That was the only time I
I plan on taking my family
fish
for
trout?
cessful method for locating ever had an easy shot at a good
on a southern vacation this
dusk
or
on
overdawn
At
We would like to do
schools of sauger. If you have no whitetail.
Aceurately Pilird
cast summer days and from !Wing
T•ur PrearrIptIon ('au-tolly &
But I didn't have the fortitude 730 am. to 5 p.m on sunny, some trout fishing but hare
motor and want to drift but the
been told that the south is
winter days.
wind is too strong, make a sea to try it. Two blue trees could be
not the place to do it. Can
Located W Railroad Avenue
Trout feed less frequently uou tell me it th is is true or
anchor. Tie a metal bucket, or seen under and behind the belly
in
-Neater
very
cold
because
better, a canvas bucket to a of the buck. They turned out to low tempertures slow down not, and if Plot. where should
go,
strong line attached to your be the legs of a man who was their digestion. But when the we
.1E711 Jones
water warms up some, they
boat, and toss the whole works partially concealed by browse
Racine, Wis,
feed more often.
overboard. You can also make line trees. I think I could have
Jim,
Dear
When the water becomes
There Was a time when
such an anchor from a piece of dropped that buck, but
very warm, they again -slow
Whether we like it or not down their feeding. However. trout fishing was ju,t a
nylon cloth It's then called a
Remington - Browning
in the south except in
shooters, hunters are a minority a cold rain or thunderstorm dream
parachute anchor.
the mountain streams, but
occasionally
them
speeds
up.
Winchester
group. We're being watched at
The best places in a stream with the coming of the hydrofor trout are the riffles, pools electric dams and their cold
water outlets the picture has
and -fans,"
changed considerably.
Riffles Are
Our New Gun Department
Many areas
the south
shallow.
are considered prime trout
rapids
rocky
Federal
Remington country. Missouri. Arkansas,
with fast
Is Now Open!
Hunting /IL Fishing
Kentucky, the Carolinas,
moving w a Winchester
Tennessee and Georgia now
Licenses
ter.
have trout fishing rated fair
All Makes of Guns
To fish
to Lzreat in some areas. In
Archery
them, cast
Camping * Fishing *
you might want
Arkansas
upstream and
.I. TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
E•14
to try White River near Bull
Equipment
let the lure
Equipment
Equipment
Shoals Dam, North Pork Rivmove natuer 'below the Norfolk Dam
rally toward
and Little Red River below
you in the
Greers Ferry. Lake Taneycurrent. Durcola°
below Table Rock Lake
ing this drift,
In
Missouri; the tailwaters of
keep the line free of slack.
Trout will be against 'the Lake Cumberland Dam in
bank or close to any obstruc- K en tucky: Dale Hollow's
tion that deflects the current. Obey River; Clinch and Little
•New Stock Firearms
Since rough water deflects Tennessee Rivers in Tennesthe light, trout will take a see are just some areas where
•Reloading Equipment
lure within a few feet of a trout can be taken year
round.
boat.
•Fishing Equipment
Virgil Ward
Pools are long, deep
and wide holes below the rif•Hunting Equipment
Virgil
Ward, three-time world
fles. Trout usually rest at the
national freshwater ',shtail end of a .,Lxiolu hieing the and
• Archery Equipment.
ims
-Is teen weekly'
ehamMew.
Chiteift:on
"Championship Fiih-In the pools, make fairhr sethe
-.1rV assmov—amd. yeaw---ealin-To sand bars: log
TlErrittIMIT-- —
to Virgil Ward, P.O.
ont r.butel for
Jams and boulders Trout are Vuestions
FOREST FIRES
or
6, MankatO. Minn. 56001.
75C publtr ROW
often in these places
IN THE SOUTH
Phone 753-2571
Chestnut Street
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Lakers
Of The Year To Ballard Friday
By David Hill
Ledger and Times Sportswriter
After a desperate last-minute
rally failed, the Calloway
County Lakers dropped their
first home court loss this
season, to the Ballard Memorial
Bombers, 49-45.
The slow, deliberate pace of
the Bombers threw the Lakers
off stride, and, as the low score
indicates, the Bombers made
every shot count.
Calloway County was given
only four chances at the free
throw line, all by big sophomore
center James Wells. Wells
cashed only one of the shots.

The very effective zone
defense of the Bombers was the
difference, as the Lakers were
able to get more from the field.
but gave Ballard too many free
throws.

The Laken cvnnected on 21 of
62 from the field, but the
Bombers, who took only 38 shots
from the floor, ripped 19 of
them The Ballard quintet

bucketed nine of its 14 free
throw chances.
Ballard led at each turning
point, up 12-10 at the end of the
first quarter, and 23-20 at the
half.
Although down 34-32 at the
end of three quarters, Calloway
came back to tie it up at 34 all
barely into the final stanza.
With 1:20 showing on the
clock, and Ballard leading 47-42,
It looked as though it was all
over for the Lakers. But they
had other ideas. James Wells
put one up to make it 4744, and,
after Ballard turned the ball
over, Wells put up another shot
from four feet.
Wells was fouled on the shot,
the whistle blew, and the ball
rolled in and out of the hoop.
Had the shot fell in, Wells would
have a chance to tie it up with
his free throw.
_ As it was, Wells hitqp, llje
second of his two shots, and cut
the lead to two points, 47-45,
with 20 seconds left in the game.
Ballard was able to control

the ball, however, and scored
two more points on free throws
with 11 seconds to go.
The [ow-scoring battle found
only Greg Howard in double
figures as he led all scorers for
the night with 14 points. James
Wells added nine for Calloway,

and Dan Thompson and Jerry
Duncan had eight apiece.
Randy Shelton chipped In six
from his playrnaking post.
Calloway led in the rebounds
department by the lopsided
margin of 31-18, accounting for
the deficit in the number of

shots taken between the two
teams.
Ballard led In turnovers 14-13,
in a well-paced, controlled
game, with few mistakes.
The loss drops Calloway to 187 for the seas:on. Tuesday, the
Lakers will entertain Heath.

MSU Women To Play Two
Basketball Games Today

ra

A tired Murray State
University W men's basketball
team will have its hands full
when it plays host to both the
University of Kentucky and
Women's
Peay
Austin
basketball teams today in the
Murray University School
Gymnasium. Murray coach

0
.
i•••.-1110

the ball down to meet the zone defense of the
Randy Shelton, playmaker for the Lakers, brings
ead" jump Apt, which LS hard to stop when he
assabeili.lbelton scored six points on his "over-the-h
llnir Ws snort.
-

Tennessee Launches
Roadp Tonight

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS. r last three games, stands at 8-3,
Tennessee, clinging to a gme- followed by Vanderbilt at 9-4
game lead in the torrid Saila and Kentucky 8-4.
"This is where the pressure
eastern Conference basketball
race, launches a crucial two- really begins to get tough,"
of Tengame road trip at Georgia says Coach Ray Mears
tonight seeking its sixth con- nessee. "We've got to play every game from here on in as
secutive victory
though the conference charnAlaace
secondpl
Meanwhile,
bama takes an arch-rival Au- pionahip is riding on it And, inburn at Tuscaloosa and Van- deed, it might be."
derbilt, holding down the third
"We know that we've got to
spot, entertains red-hot Loui- win the rest of our games to
-liana State, winner of five in a --wtrr the se championship::
row
said Coach C. M. Newton of
The only other title con- Alabama. "We can still win it
tender, V-time champion Ken- ourselves. It's important that
tucky, faced Florida in the we don't work ourselves into a
SEC's regionally televised situation where we have to
game this afternoon. One other have help from some other
conference test is on the night team to have a chance to win
agenda, matching arch-rivals It
Mississippi State and Mis- only two ef the area's indesissippi at Oxford.
tonight
Tennessee, which shared do pendents are in action
tangling with
title with Kentucky a ylmir ago, with Florida State
in New
holds a 9-2 conference it. powerful North Carolina
enter.
Tech
Georgia
and
York
season
Alabama, the early
leader which has lost two of its taining Stetson.
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THE CARR RATINGS
•/ nolo ••••

James Wells drives up to put in two of his rune points Friday
night against Ballard. Wells took all four of Calloway's foal shots,
and hit one of them.
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Dewdrop Rowlett finds her
team pairing off against UK at
10 a m. and coming back at 3:30
that aftet won to play Austin
Peay
Being faced for the first time
this season with two games in
one day, Coach Rowlett, says,
"It will be good experience for
us in preparing for the state
tournament. We might have to
play two games a day in the
tournament, so we might as
well get used to it now
Having beaten Austin Peay
only two weeks ago by three
points at Clarksville, Coach
Rowlett says, "It could be a
different story this Saturday.
We'll be tired before the game
even starts, since we don't play
them until the second gone."
Murray State split a dondeheactn- this past weekend with
Memphis State and Southwestern Fridayought Memphis
State scored a 43-26 victory as
Murray shot a cold 16 percent
from the field and had no one to
goes up for two of his game-high 14 points last Wight for talloway The 'Akers
reach double figures. Murray - Greg Howard,
first home game of the year to the Ballard Memorial Bombers, 49-45
their
dropped
the
re
Composu
*
1
rege4w
Staff Photos by David Hill
following morning arid woo a 5032 decision over Southwestern.
Debbie Hafer and Gene
Thomason were the leading
scorers for Murray in that game
with 15 and 10 respectively.
Murray stands 4-3 going into
Saturday's games.

Ray New Coach
For Buffalo
- BUFFALO AP) - John
Ray, former head football
coach at the University of Kentucky, is now the linebacker
coach of the National Football
League's Buffalo Bills.
The Bills club announced Friday it had hired Ray to replace
Jim Dooley, who resigned several weeks ago.
Ray, a onetime assistant
coach at Notre Dame, served
the last four seasons at Kentucky His last two teams there
had 3-8 records and Kentucky
did not renew his contract.
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•: High School
Kentucky

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Friday's Results
High School
Russell 84, Allen Central 79
Sandy Hook 74, Rowan Co. 52
Greenup 70, Louisa 68
Ceredo Kenova ( W.Va.) 88,
Raceland 70
Paintsville 63, Prestonsburg 58
W. Carter 77, E. Carter 62
Boyd Co. 65, Huntington 56
(W.Va.)
Allen Co. 66, Monticello 64
Pulaski Co. 75, Wayne Co. 74
Trigg Co. 62, Providence 58
Harrodsburg 82, Burgin 67
Lynch 65, Harlan Co. 61
Boyle Co. 61, Garrard Co. 53
Danville 74, Laurel Co. 68
Fairview 55, Wurtland 51 (OT)
Morgan Co. 71, Menifee Co. 62
Carroll Co. 68, Henry Co. 63
Bourbon Co. 43, Mason Co. 42
Glasgow 72, Greensburg 66
Virgle 91, Belfry 69
Lou. Butler 74, Iroquois 57

after a bout with the flu, puts the rye on the
Jerry Duncan, hark in the starting lineup for the 'Akers
;lathe low-searing battle,
ter the Laker.
points
eight
ioaLap
r,
thiscart
hostel and sinks this six-foote
With (Si' Ballard nornberc.
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92-Year-Old Steelworker
Has No Plans To Retire

Burley Market
Closes Season

30

LOUISVILLE, Ky.i AP)—The
burley tobacco market at Lexington held its final day of
sales Thursday, closing the burley auction season in Kentucky.
Lexington was the last of
Kentucky's 30 markets to clone.
The state Agriculture Department reported sales of 773,959
pounds of burley at Lexington
Thursday, for an average price
of $77.10 per hundredweight.
The price was the lowest of
the season, 45 cents below the
previous season's low, recorded
Jan. 31. Volume was about the
same as was recorded last
week.
Agriculture Department figures indicated total burley
sales for the season of 434,000,805 pounds, sold at an average
of $79.45 per hundred pounds.
The highest daily price average for the state during the
season, recorded Jan. 9, was
0152 per hundredweight.
Two markets were open
Thursday for sales of dark to-

Exerc
Impou

Kentucky Home Owners Urged To
Take Precautions For Weather

wires. In
Avoid auditoriums, gym- power lines or electric
It's the time of the year when
buildings a storm the live power lines
other
and
nasiums
s
communitie
many Kentucky
roofs relatively may become entangled with
could be hit by strong winds, ha% Lag large
metal fences, telephone or other
anchored.
hall and even tornadoes. Thus, lightly
in wires. Be careful of fire at
tornado
a
sight
you
—If
to
owners
It's time for home
move at right all times.
begin taking precautions to open country,
path. If
prevent property damage, angles to the tornado's
lie
Make Temporary Repairs
escape,
to
time
no
is
there
life
of
loss
and
personal injury
your property has
Assuming
ravine
ditch,
nearest
the
in
Since Kentucky is susceptible flat
it's only natural
damaged,
stay
been
Don't
depression.
to all three types of storms, the or other
that you will want necessary
.
automobile
your
in
Institute
Insurance Information
Mobile homes are a repairs to be made both quickly
emphasizes the necessity of all
target of strong winds and properly. Here's how you
home owners, especially mobile frequent
but much can help:
tornadoes,
and
to
what
home owners, knowing
by
Notify your insurance agent,
prevented
be
can
damage
storm.
do before and after a
him the extent of your
telling
system,
Knowing what to do before the the use of an anchorage
If the damage
damages.
to
designed
downs",
-Tie
or
and
storm can save people
exceeds any deductible
amount
They
place.
in
home
the
hold
property, and knowing what to
readily provision, he will report the loss
do afterwards can prevent may be made from
as to your insurance company and
such
materials
available
the
get
help
further damage and
have an adjuster call upon you.
straps,
metal
or
cable
aircraft
necessary repairs made quickly
Make whatever temporary
anground
turnbuckles and
and properly.
repairs are necessary to
purchased
be
can
and
chors,
or
tornado
a
of
In the event
and prevent further damage by
other high winds, the Institute from a manufacturer
wind or rain. This should inprofessionally installed.
recommends the following:
boarding up or otherwise
clude
Storm
A
Alter
cellar
storm
no
—At home, if
broken windows;
covering
or
windstrom
a
After
is near, take shelter in a corner
in the roof and
boles
covering
aid
first
hinder
of the baaement nearest the hailstorm, don't
temporary
with
siding
--aad—raacue W9r‘,
44Oripobtaw tram witleit.the adadpia...
record Of the
's
weep
materials.
emergency
render
to
qualified
Mayfield reported selling 52,- blowing. If there is no baseaway from cost, if any, and provide the
125 pounds of Western fire- ment, seek shelter elsewhere— assistance, stay
with
adjuster
insurance
areas.
disaster
can
an
ditch
even
open
offer
average
an
cured dark leaf for
bills.
itemized
loose
or
dangling
touch
Don't
some protection.
of $48.116 per hundred.
For your own protection, deal
Eastern fire-cured dark toonly with a reputable contractor
price
average
an
bacco brought
In having repairs made or
of $54.17 at Hopkinsville on toobtaining a loss estimate. The
tal sales of 84,640 pounds.
local Better Business Bureau
and
Mayfield
at
The markets
may be able to help you in this
Murray have announced they
regard.
will conduct their final dark toLet your agent know where
bacco sales Feb. 22, while the
By DON ICENDALL . . eraged about 42 cents per you will be if you must move
DAY PROCIPITATION OUTLOOK
market at Hopkinsville has not
pound for young toms, com- into temporary quarters. If
AP Farm Writer
set a closing date.
WASHINGTON (API — The pared with 36 cents a year
your policy covers additional
Cost of Living Council, despite ago—an increase of nearly 17 living expenses, keep a record
prospects of the biggest food- per cent
of those expenses for your
Cathcart said he could not ac- adjuster
price increase in 22 years, has
approved a recommendation curately predict what turkey
Be prepared to provide the
that turkey farmers hold down prices might be by next adjuster with an inventory of
LOUISVILLE,Ky., API
production in 1973 in order to Thanksgiving He said a lot de- damaged personal
property
pends on what growers do: how
ciala expressed optimism that get higher prices.
furnishings, clothing
as
such
attendance at this year's NaThe Agriculture Department much beef and pork goes to and jewelry to speed the
growers market and whether feed costs
tional Farm Machinery Skiow advised
turkey
processing of your claim.
will exceed the 150,000 counted Wednesday they should not in- remain high.
last year, as visitors roam crease production this year
through eleven and one-half more than 1 per cent above the
acres containing more than 350 1972 record of 12$ million birds
exhibits.
If they want to avoid low
The free show, now in Its prices.
eighth year, runs through SatAsst. Secretary of Agriculture
urday at Louisville's Kentucky Clayton Yeutter, who oversees
Fair and Exposition Center.
marketing programs, said the
Manning a tractor instead of council readily approved the
NEAR NORMAL
wielding scissors, Gov. Wendell recommendation.
Ford broke the ribbon to open
"It's purely a matter of
the show Wednesday.
ting some balance in the sup,
The governor spoke of his ply," Yeutter told a reporter.
own farming days "down on "I'm sure the council approved
Yellow Creek."
because we are calling for an
He stressed theimportance of Increase If we had recommodern farming methods'"I mended a reduction so that the
guess that .we-alEweelet like La- supph for the year Would have
be in the position of the gentle- been less we'd have had some
man farmer, having more hay
in the bank than in the barn."
In most market situations,
.••
However, Ford added, ''if we lowering the supply tends to indon't utilize the latest farming crease prices.
Dots Front NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
Sale
equipment and know-how, we
Two weeks ago Treasury Secpoint."
that
is
reach
never
N—This
will
WINDDOV/
anShultz
WINTER'S
P.
George
FOR
retary
WEATHER OUTLOOK
Starts
covering the
Officials estimated that first- nounced that the Agriculture
the way the weather shapes up for the 30 day period
between
was
attendance
day
Department would no longer isfinal mouth of official whiter, in terms of precipitation and temMonday
40,000 and 45,000 persons.
sue "marketing guides" to
peratures, according to the Natioaal Weather Service.
apcouncil
farmers without
proval.
The turkey guide was the
first since the review was initiated by the administration as
part of an attempt to hold down
rising retail food prices. Other
guides—which advise farmers
how best to increase their earnings—are issued during the
year for such items as broiler
chickens, eggs, vegetables and
potatoes.
Turkey, along with broiler
chicken, g a favorite alternative of housewives plagued by
high prices for beef and pork.
Experts claim more cattle and
hogs will go to market next fall
and thus reduce part of the
need for more poultry.
Meantime, the Agriculture
Department announced Tuesday that supermarket food
prices are expected to rise between 6 and 6.5 per cent this
year, the most since an 11-percent gain in 1951.
William E. Cathcart, poultry
economist in USDA, says
wholesale turkey prices also
have risen and in January av-

SAN FRANCISCO (API — A said one of his two work part92-year-old steelworker who has ners, Ray Ridgeway, 56.
"He will be standing up there
no plans to retire says he stays
catching bars — we always
fit by eating an onion a day.
"I love to work, so why stand up -- and he will make
should I retire" says Ricardo like he's picking away at a guiBasques, who signed on at the tar."
Bethlehem Steel Corp. plant
On one recent eight-hour
here at the age of 62 in 1943, shift, Frank said Basques and
when the World War II labor Pus partners handled 8,200 bars,
shortage was at its height.
an unofficial plant record.
Since the United Steel WorkBasques, a native of Mexico
ers contract with Bethlehem who speaks little English, listed
sets no mandatory retirement his birthdate on his original apage, Basques has just kept on plication for employment as
working.
April 7, 1880, Frank said. An
•Of course we encourage, article in a recent issue of the
most of our people to retire at union paper, "Steel Labor,"
65," said Edward Frank,- de• said a baptismal certificate
trict public affairs manager for from Mexico had confirmed
Bethlehem. "But Mr. Basques that date.
seems to be unique."
Basques said he came to the
On workday mornings, Bas- United States in 1919, worked
ques rises at 4 30 a.m at his on a Montana sugar beet ranch
home near the plant for a for many years and arrived in
breakfast of bananas and milk
San Francisco in 1943.
Then his wife, Guadalupe, 61.
After a coworker drives Basfor
time
in
4nves him to work
gras-itesaa at the -and-al
the 7 am shift
workday, Basques says he and
Basques' job is to take 20- his wife relax and occasionally
pound steel bars as they come have a shot of whisky.
out of a metal straightener and
He disclaims any secret exstack them in piles for further planation for his longevity and
processing
endurance, except for one speHe earned about $10,000 last cial habit
year, Basques said in an inter"I eat a whole onion every
view.
day," Basques said. "Every
aristoan
"He functions like
day of the year
crat with a sense of humor."
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Tappan Disposer Line Announced

Council Approves Move
By 1973 Turkey Farmers

Officials Expect
Record Attendance

A new six model line-up of
food baste disposers has been
introduceed by the Tappan
Appliance Group based in
Mansfield, Ohio.
Primary new features of 1973
include a new royal blue color
throughout the line, and new
decorative treatment on exterior shells.
Top-of-the-line Model 51-1082
Includes pegboard side panels
an two sides to provide the
homemaker a place to store
brushes and small kitchen
utensils. The 51-1082 also includes an automatic 'a horsepower automatic reversing
motor to help prevent jamming,
and all stainless steel grinding
components.
Other models in the line include the 51-1072, 51-1002, and
51-1062, all with kt horsepower
motor. The starter Model 51-

1042 includes a one-third horsepower motor and ia available
with an attached power cord as
Model 51-1142.
In 1973, all models will feature
a 3-bolt quickmount to simplify
Installation, continuous feed
operation, rubber cushioned
mounting and permanentl
oiled bearings

By BILL
Associated Pi
Why do most of
American prisont
so fit and alert 1
months or years
prison camps'
The men have
reasons. There
programs for th4
classes for Mei]
some of the pris
hobbies. One n
spare time to fa
another carved
bells.
Faith, religion
discipline pia)/
roles, and there
efforts to keep sp
Navy Capt. Ja
gan, 46, Virginii
said exercise wa
cause we didn't
else to do."
In the Philippi]
Col. Robinson Ri
lahoma City, Ok
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-nianY Sacedis:1
let our minds go
Navy Capt. Jer
49, of Virginia Bi
of a confidence-t
used in his prisa
He said, ••Dui
darker days in
were occasions

U.N. asked to join
fight against crime
The quality of life for nutlions of people is being seriously affected by spreading
crime - in the schools, communities and around the
world - creating an atmosphere of fear and distrust
('rune has reached such
proportions that the United
Nations has been called upon
to do something about it

yet

1113 Sycam
Feb.
19,

•

20,
21,
22

Polyester
:1

JOHNSONS

K n Ls

Big Selection

Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

CUTTING BOARDS

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only !!

Frosty Acres Frozen

Used Electric

Orng. Juice 2035'
Ground Beef 79'.

Portables

Red & White

Twin Bag

Rainfall For January
Averages Near Normal
Rainfall last month averaged
4.3 inches across the Tennessee
Valley, close to the normal 4.6'
inches for January, TVA
reports.
Rainfall was generally lighter
in the upper half of ,the Valley,
east of Chattanooga, and
heavier in the western half The
highest January total report to
TVA was 8.18 inches at
in
Haleyville
northwest
Alabama. The lowest was 1.31
Inches at Kingsport in uppeil
east Tennepeo.
Strearriflow from .the .upper
of the Valley was slightly
below normal for January, for
the first time in ten months.

Ii

Cabinet
Model

Some Zig-Zag
Others Straight Stitch

•

USED
USED
PORTABLES MACHINES
$2222
$122First2 Served!
First Come,
Limited Number

4

LA MI AA

Only At This Price!

Murray

Sewing Center
•
*

ONIONOMMI

.1
APPPOVM SINGER DiAl ER

to•••II

rt11,41.1*
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Exercise And Faith
Important To POWs
By BILL STALL .
Associated Press Writer
Why do most of the returning
American prisoners of war look
so fit and alert after spending
months or years in Vietnamese
prison camps?
The men have given several
reasons. There were exercise
programs for their bodies and
classes for their minds, and
some of the prisoners took up
hobbies. One man used his
spare time to fashion brooms,
another carved wooden barbells.
Faith, religion, loyalty and
discipline played important
roles, and there were special
efforts to keep spirits high.
Navy Capt. James A. Mulligan, 46, Virginia Beach, Va.,
said exercise was popular "because we didn't have anything
else to do."
In the Philippines, Air Force
Col. Robinson Risner, 48, of Oklahoma City, Okla., said: "We
have conducted classes in
iiiihyiiibjects.We have never
let our minds go to sleep."
Navy Capt. Jeremiah Denton,
49, of Virginia Beach, Va., told
of a confidence-building device
used in his prison camp.
He said, "During some the
darker days in Hanoi, there
were occasions when we tried

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
Some changes in your life
indicated. Be receptive: they
will be for the better. During the
p.m., you could meet someone
who will be important to your
future.

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with many talents,
through which you can achieve
a highly successful life. You are
versatile, imaginative
discriminating and, though
'innately modest, you develop 1 1
keen sense of the value of yot.
faculties, and become mor ,
outgoing, proud of ye...
achievements as you
older. Excellent at researi
you could succeed as a scientt....(
educator or journalist; cot,
-idarr rim.-et atalrneett rinv-el
arta.

Pint of Cole Shi% • Rolls

COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

lOstnektifrisi ekiektm.
1113 Sycamore Street

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Ladies'or Men's
2 Piece
SUITS

.\,,s,tualsit COUPON

•I•

This Coupon worth $1.00 OFF
he regular price of cleaning and

Long Sleeve
Permanent Press
Stripes-Prints and Solids
Sizes S-M-L

Reg.

112

1 1.27

LADIES
CORDUROY
JEANS
Brushed Corduroy
Flare Leg Style
Several Colors
Regular '6.99

LADIES
TOPS
100% Nylon

119

$222

'each

b

OR
rae

- ••••••••,

BROOM
4
0
44
4
.1400. •

0.14'

YOUR
Several Racks & Tables

Reduced Merchandise

92;

Reg 68'
26

your

BATH TOWELS

BANKAMERICARD

2;

BLANKETS

weicome

72"x90" Size

Aida
4,00*

Reg. '4.97

$322
JOHNSONS

COTTON
SWABS

Quart Size

Double tipped

141 —

Peck

Laundered

200 to pkg.
Reg. 77'

52
•
•

it All

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Phone 7519084

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS

WIZARD AIR
FRESHENER

BATH OIL

uesthg

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Saturday

of Drastically

Reg. i 1•37

FORMULA 5

brought in with

Folded or on
Hangers

11itard

•I '

Expires 2/24173

16.

92

MOP

72

this coupon.
Good All Week

Limit 2 with coupon

SHIRTS

When

92;

Regular '1.07

Reg 99'

1 shirt laundered FREE.

l

Reg. '1.99

4 Pair to Pacirage

Asstd. Prints and Solids

FREE

TIES orSCARFS

Expires 2/21/73

MEN'S CREW SOCKS

meg

•vatuaBLE COUPON

BUBBLE
UMBRELLA
Clear Vinyl

Reg. '3.00

Coupon must accompany
order.
Limit 1
I Expires 2/21/73

VALUABLE COUPON

$392

Asstd Styles

ater repelling your raincoat.

I '

It 000 00 40 0

SHIRTS

CHOICE!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
-s •
•
•
•
•
•

Drycleaning SPECIAL
I

4•

MEN'S

Pink-Blue-Yellow
Similar to Illustration

KC'

sine Inch Chen, Pie

Ws

LADIES
WALTZ LENGTH
GOWNS

sietA

1 Pint of Potatoes • 1 Pint of Cria”

L

One Day Only. Monday, Feb. 19

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A ticklish business problem
can now be solved — IF you
don't force issues. A bit of your
natural charm and persuasiveness will do the trick

15 pieces of Chicken

51

CELEBRATION GALE

.12,tiQ

Sat.,Sun.,& Mon.

for

ROSES

kn:4-

eigrA

$

OPEN
9-9 MON.-SAT.
1-6 p.m. SUNDAY

Murray, Ky.

FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY 19, 1973
to cheer one another by emittintrigued by your highl
Look in the section in which
ing a signal which indicated we
original ideas. In presenting
had detected some good sign your birthday comes and find
stress yoCa- innately dynium
that peace with honor was what your outlook is, according
approaCh.
near. That little signal was the to the stars.
VIRGO
soft whistling of the song 'Cali- ARIES
(Aug.
24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
(
Mar.
21
to
Apr.
20) IY/1
8
fornia, Here I Come."
No day for a shy violet. Let
Not a good day in which to
The wife of Army Capt. Mark
others know
you
have
A. Smith, 26, of Hawthorne, Ca- commit yourself to a long-range something
of value to offer.
program
—
especiall
y
if
lif., said he "spent his time
What has seemed out of reach is
preaching and became known finances are involved. Review
closer than you may imagine.
as the preacher of the camp." your ability to make necessary
LIBRA
payments - and act acSmith, a Methodist, "always
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
cordingly.
was religious," she said. "But TAURUS
A financial transaction could
he's come closer to God.':
be highly profitable, but be sure
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
you are aware of all the angles
Many of the repatriated
A financial windfall inbefore signing on the dotted
Americans said faith in God dicated, but you must make it
line. Romance favored.
and their country kept them go- possible — by improving
ing.
relations with superiors and SCORPIO
Navy Capt. James D. Stock- associates, and using heavy ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 Int
Your self-confidence is addale, 49, of Abingdon, Ill., ar- doses of charm and diplomacy.
mirable, of course, but don't
rived limping and gaunt-faced GEMINI
give the appearance of
at Travis Air Force Base in May 22 to June 21) 111
9
One of the days when mixing arrogance or others will be
California on Thursday. Acting
as spokesman for the planeload business and pleasure WILL resentful. Keep all emotions
ander tight control.
of 20 POWs, he repeatedly used pay off. In fact, you may make
SAGITTAR
IUS
an
important
business
contact
the word loyalty.
. Nov. 23 to Dec. 21/
At planeside, tears welling in at a social event.
You like to make you: own
CANCER
his eyes, he said:
decisions, cope with your own
"The -men vrho: follow the---L4-un 22 to'
23) influenced
ei(C)
Favorable 114
lunar
down the ramp know what loyindicate
success through would pay to discuss ideas and
alty means because they have
creative
efforts.
Also, by cut- plans with loved ones. A family
been living with loyalty, living
ting through red tape deter- member can offer valuable
on loyalty, the past several minedly,
you can now enter a cooperation
years — loyalty to each other, brand new door
to opportunity. CAPRICORN
loyalty to the military ethic, LEO
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
loyalty to our commander in (July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may receive many
chief."
Superiors are now likely to be requests now
—
some
demanding a great deal of your
time or, perhaps, money. Give
careful thought to decide what
is of real value — to you.

Washington's
Birthday Special

I

SATURDAY—FEBRUARY 17, 19'73

49555555•
•

52;

SHAG THROW RUGS

FATIQUE MAT

27"x45" Size,.
Decorator Colors

17"x30" Size
Non-Skid
Diamond Tread
Long Wearing

0.1

Reg. '3.97

$1 92

Reg.

99'

Eirti 62;

I,

RI*

'!I I._
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New Greenhouse Uses Hot Air From Coal Mining Operations
New Greenhouse In
Pike County
Uses Hot Air From Coal Mines
What possible use is an
abandoned coal mine? If a
research project now underway
in Pike County proves successful, coal mines both
abandoned and active, could be
the basis of a new
Appalachian
industrygrowing vegetables
in
greenhouses heated by air
pumped from deep mines.
This new idea in greenhouse
heating is now being explored
by University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture horticulturists and agricultural
engineers at an abandoned drift
mine, as deep mines are often
called, on Long Fork of Shelby
Creek. Recently completed and
now in operation is a unique
steel and plastic greenhouse,
funded primarily by the Kentucky Surface Mining and
Reclamation Association of
Pikeville. Experiments are now
underway there testing such
factors as effect of the pumped-

in mine air on environment in
the greenhouse.
As explained by Dale
Anastasi, UK Extension horticulturist in the Quicksand
Area, who conceived and helped
design this research facility, air

which remains a constant 60
degrees Fahenheit will be
drawn from the mine into the
greenhouse by powerful suction
anticipated
The
fa ns
greenhouse temperature will be
between 50 and 60 degrees and

suitable for several kinds of cool
weather crops like leaf and Bibb
lettuce, radishes, and others.
In addition to producing crops
of winter vegetables, the
greenhouse could also be used
as a holding house for potted

FIDDLE
RS'
0 CONTEST

JONATHAN 0
ELEMENTAR
Y SCHOOL 0
•
/Saturday, Feb. 17,1973$
1:00 p.m. 0
0
0 Adults 1100
5Q1
Students

TAS-TE BUDS ARE BLOOMING-Tits is a portion of the outer edge of a housefly's tongue, shown
magnified 1,988 times. Photo is from the Cidcago Field Museum's exhibit of photographs made by the
scanning eleetroa microscope.

•
•lirmi:410SZAI%-=
a•

and creative effort, develop our
own unique industries based on
these resources."
"In many instances, since our
resources and circumstances
are different," he added, ''it
will profit us little to examine
and try to duplicate programs
in Ohio, New York State, or
other areas. We must make do
with what we have to do with.
This new greenhouse is one
attempt."
This venture is still strictly
experimental and no data is yet
available to give even an inkling
of what the results may be,
Anastasi points out. However, if
the greenhouse measures up to
expectations, it could have farreaching effects and become a
boon to eastern Kentucky
horticulture. With the area
possessing literally hundreds of
both active and bandoned mines
that could be utilized, it is easy
to see how a whole new industry
could be created, not only in
this but also in other coal
mining regions of Appalachia.

Government Minicrisis
Seen In Tung-Nut Oil

tiE4, WE WERE WONDERING ILIKAT
HAD HAPPENED 10 4011.. I'M
SORRI1 4011 601 1_067-. ALL
RIGHT_ ANSE NEKT 71ME .

M

shrubs and trees used in landscaping, and for flowers such as
mums that are adversely affected by high temperatures in
summer, Anastasi explained.
Although this new greenhouse
is at the mouth of an abandoned
mine, such structures could be
erected and operated in conjunction with active mines if the
experiments prove successful.
Since active underground mines
must always keep exhaust fans
going while the mine is in
operation, greenhouses heated
by mine air could become a sort
of supplementary industry with
electrical costs reduced or
entirely absorbed by the coal
operation.
The mine-heated greenhouse
represents not only a new idea
in vocational agriculture, but
also a new search for resources.
"I am sure that we have many
resources here in eastern
Kentucky that we do not even
know about," Anastasi said.
• •We must therefore search
them out, and with imagination

..12744.111
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If China comes back into the
picture, American purchasers
are expected to buy where it is
cheapest-from China or from
South America.

* * * SPECIAL * * *
1972 FORD F-350 1-Ton

FOR SAI.F.

sharp
Long wheel base truck with grain bed.
local one owner truck with 20,000 milesi

14' ALUMINUM
$100.00. Phone 7

'3195°

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main
TWO ANTIQUE steamer trunks,
one $35.00 and one $30.00. Three
rail motorcycle trailer, $65.00.
Phone 753-5699.
Fl7P
1971-250cc
OSSA
Stiletto
motorcycle, $550.00_ 1972-175cc
Ossa Stiletto motorcycle, $650.00.
Phone 753-5699.
F17P
1972 YAMAHA 125 Enduro
Phone 753-7566 after 3 00p ni
F17C
,
.
.
.
REPOSSESSED
MAGNAVOX
color portable TV Will sell for
balance due J & B Music, 7537575.
F20C

FARM FOR SALE
243 acres, * miles west of
Hazel. Ky., 3 mites west of
Crossland. Ky , on the Tenn
and Ky • State Line S room
house. with bathroom,
carport 2 car garage, Grade
C Milkbarn. Tool Shed and
out buildings Lots of pulp
timber, 5 17 acres tobacco
base with 4 tobacco barns 62
acres under new fence, 40
acres under old fence, Veer
round water supply for cattle
10 acres in permanent
pasture New well with
watering trough for cattle
Lake of water stocked with
nth Reston 'Tor tettmq —
disable to work
Herbert Underwood
Route I, Hazel, Icy
Telephigise 507 44111-11S 10

* * * SPECIAL * * *

1970 CHEVROLET TRUCK
1-ton truck with flat bed, 22,000
one owner truck.

miles A local

5249500

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Phone 753-5273

Phone 753-5273

MILLIONS OF rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Bela
Shopping Center.
FI7C

f109-

• IN COURT-- HE
SWORE REVENGE
AG„ruN151 714E JUNOIre
PATROL -- HE Gov A
LIFE SENTENCE-- •

rINH‘111.

low U.S production costs. Congress responded with mandatory price supports. Then, in
1950, an embargo on all Communist Chinese products halted
the lung-oil flow.

FOR SALE

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 13,1473
GEORGE LEFT Mary and Mar)
Look in the section in which
You may have to take some left us his new Gretsch guitar
your birthday comes and find unorthodox steps to attain a Must sell for balance due J &
what your outlook is, according cherished goal but, for you, that Music .753-7575.
P20(
to the stars
should prove highly interesting.
ARIES
elf4s ft'.. Pioneering endeavors favored.
ASSORTED LAMPS, tables, old
VIRGO
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
dresser, desk and old bed Phone
Moderation should be your (Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
F19C
Take the conservative patlio 753-8905
I US. use of the commodity keyword now. Don't try to do s
his dropped to 30 million half a dozen things at fine time-- • where long-range projects are
pounds a year, and American no matter how energetic you concerned. A potential partner LIKE NEW Gibson guitar. 2 pick
production, mainly in Florida, feel. Look for a pleasant sur- who promises much may not be up, beautiful red. Pro quality.
in a position to carry out those $100.00. Phone 753-11111.
Alabama, Louisiana and Ws- prise in the p.m.
F19C
TAURUSpromiam
-- •
tssippi, is sagging;
-(Apr. 21 to May 21)
LIBRA
TWO YEAR old registeTta-W.
- Rep. Paul-Pindiey;-&eorne-dispitie-between-lamily- iSept. 24 lo:Oct 23) An
'
playa_ Stallion. Gram
member of the House Agricul- members indicated. Don't get
A young person may now be
gentle, with
good
'.-0 lure Committee, calls the Price- involved You'll only find making impossible demands. Very
disposition.
WW make excellent
support program unneeded and yourself '• in the middle"-with Stand firm and don't yieldwestern pleasure and halter
costly with losses running be- nothing
constructive
ac- especially where principles are
tween $1 million and $3 million complished. Clear out and have Involved. Pertuips a whole new stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 4.00
TFNC
policy of handling required.
a year since 1967 He wants some fun instead
SCORPIO
Congress to phase It out over GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Oct 14 to Nov. M) InleV KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
four years.
A personal problem eases up
Avoid a tendency toward self- shag rug specialist that adjusts to
Similar legislation died after now but, in dealing with it,
you deception. See persons and all carpets. For sales and service
a hearing last year with a will find that you may have to situations in a realistic light. phone 767-6295 A.753-11359 after
spokesman for the American be more subjective than ob- The native of Scorpio usually 5.00 p.m
February 19C
Tung Oil Association testifying
jective in your thinking. In- does, but even he can be misled
-The tung industry is small but tuition will be the force here.
at times And, right now, cer- AM-FM STERE.)receiver with
In proportion to its size it keeps CANCER
tain aspects of a dilemma are 8 track tape pla er, one pair of
workers off the relief rolls and ( June 22 to July 231
two way air sw.pension speakers.
not clear.
Give full play to your in- SAGITTARR/S
furnishes a market for supplies
Excellent condition. Less than
K411
tellectual curiosity As with I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
and equipment."
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after
Gemini, you can now find the
Expect some obstacles, but - 00 p.m
TEN('
China used to be a major answers to perplexing problems accept them as constructive
supplier for American needs, but, here, questions must be challenges Your intuiton is now COUCH; MAKES a bed, will sell
pouring an average of 100 mil- asked first.
honed to razor-like sharpness, cheap. 753-8469 after 3 p.m. F19C
so you will know what to do at
lion pounds a year into the LEO
TWO REFRIGERATORS; both
the right time.
July 24 to Aug
United States at prices well beCAPRICORN
k( good condition. One $20.00 and
one 610.03. Phone 4924170. F19P
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
"Mc
Don't reveal all that you
kIlow. Violating
.
Answer to Yesterday's Puffs
a confidence at LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape
this time---or any other time, for Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills,
MO30
MIU
ACROSS
5 Jottined
F20C
MOW MOM that matter--could have serious Say-Rite Drugs.
6les1
GO UMM repercussions. Avoid those who
CO
ccnered
Aurrerary
1
=GO MOM would try to pry information out HOMELITE CHAIN saws
7 Aroma
- warb
BUMGOOMO OU
6 Nodded
8 Emerged
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, 297
of you. --victor s
11 Mouth of
MUM
W113 MOM AQUARIUS
South 7th Street
9 Teutonic
volcano
February 20C
DU
0121051MOO
MG
(Jetty
12 Worships
MOM OW MOGUO (Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
10 Challenged
14 Tardy
OM 03MOMMOD
ii Require
A good day for planning next THINKING OF first line quality
15 Man's name
11 Covered •
MOMOU MOOD
17 Note of scale
week's program. Be especially carpet? Then check our prices
with
sand
notices
is Paid
000 10 DOOM= astute in mapping out budget Hughes Paint Store,
16 The
901 Maple
19 tater
QOM
WM MUM requirements You
Swept50)
ZO transgress
may be Street
March 6C
unD
19 Revoliittonary
011130 faced with
21 Negative
some unforeseen
solder
win
20 Shovel
expense.
22 Chanel
30 Newspaper
22 Pertaining tO
41 Sink in
23 Hurried
PISCES
etecutive
middle
Asia
24 Contagious
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
42 Unit of
31 Heavenly
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
23 Portion
disease
SlaMOSP
body
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered_
26 DisrePutable
75 Snake '
Someone
may
be
trying
to
C&rentY
32 Cuts
(colloq.)
76 Agitate
pull the wool over your eyes. craftsman Piano Tee/add-In
44 Symbol for
33 Wel
27 Eiiptred
?A More thinly
35 Remains
tantalum
28 Edible fish
Insist on clearing up the Guild,
TFC
scattered
46
WithKrecl
Symbol
38
tor
29 Part of
situation. And, when you ask
79 Allude to
—racket
39 Great I ale
fortification
questions, see that you get PIANO
TUNING -Repair31 Thinnest
answers, not double-talk.
34 Paradise
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser35 Marker
YOU BORN TODAY are vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
36 Pronoun
endowed with great versatility pianos for sale Ben W Dyer.
37 Evergreen
and a willingness to work hard Murray, Kentucky.
1
tree
Phone 753.,..; 10
in order to achieve top goals; 8911.
38 took
THEY'RE-cmucritErblt4
bred!),
° Ill
have,
therefore, the potential
AFRAID TO
Without end
TFC
for great success in We. Always
21 • MA
24 5555526
enthusiastic, you incline to
40 latrn
conjunction
Ktk
.
scatter your energies - trying
Migl.
Mia
41 scorches
to do too many thingsicat one
2755
5555
Macerel
42
time. Try to curb this tendency
7930
23
43 Turning
- not to put a damper on your
45 All
34
zest, but rather to so
47 Rants
all
Ma
48 Ceremonies
37
systematize your activities that
DOWN
39IS you will not overtax yourself.
You could become an out4°
W$41
ftetry'a bad
111611111 II staasling musician,
.
4
.
4
43
writer,
-1—Drant t04.3
diplomat, scientist or educator
3 Southwest«,
Indian
- depending upon your
-10-11.-1.11•07(am
A French
ce,rrleanings apd edtication, of
sir, by United Feature S)iidtcate. Inc. It
OAK I.
course.

LL.
111
MAW 'Si TNIE WORLD TO EAT A
sy.writ> Orti.JWE SAWDS*10.1

I

By CARL C. CRAFT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON IAPI - In a
nutshell, there's another government minicrisis and it involves millions. U.S. taxpayers
are ankle deep in something
called lung-nut cal.
It is used as a drying agent
In paint and industrial coatings.
It was popular, even considered
critical for defense, until synthetic substitutes came along
and, strategically speaking,
lung-nut oil went down the
drain some time ago.
Yet, under a mandatory
price-support law, U.S. taxpayers are still buying the entire American tung-nut-oil production-at more than twice the
price being quoted on the world
market. At last count, the government had about 22 million
pounds and is expected to pick
up another four million pounds
this year
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BEATLE BAILEY

1972 SALEM MOBI
bedrooms, all ho
Will sell or ma
payments. Phone 47
ARROWHEAD C
Mayfield, Kentui
Benton Highway.
pickup camper, ..
rent campers by
weekend.. Call 247
2303.
THREE BEDROO
only $6595.00.
Homes, South Bel
Paducah,Ky • .
6150.
MUST SELL mun.
UKC registered
lone is a Vibe c
UKC registered
and Tan. Also
Phone Benton 527
KENTUCKY'S
variety of pistols.
you can still :
reasonable prices
Stores, the pistol
from Hopkinsville
and 164. Open
p.m.
1966 CAPRICE wi
Blue Star 16'
40 H.P. motor and
Phone 489-2363.
RESTAURANT H
3.6"x6'8". Like
Aurora 354-8469
1967 VOLKSWAG
motor excellent,
mower, 620.00.
$10.00. SSeveral .
and oak furnitur
Kirkwood Drive.
JANE'S ATTIC
13th. Old and
Hours 9:00-5:
Wednesday and
ternoon.
LESLIE 147 . •
year old and F •
combo organ •
4498_
COLOR T V,
limited quantity
$299.95. Roby'
Kentucky.
V BOTTOM a
and wide. Fenton
Hodge.
LIKE NEW W
responsible part
payments. J&B
7575.
FIREWOOD:'
good dinette set,
antique bed wi
mattress. Phone
135 MASSEY F
Phone 753-8098
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NEW SHTPM
furniture, 7 a .
Maple and Spa
and corner ca
Metal ward ro.
base wall and
white-avocad.
coppertone.'
Swing type gl
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choice of cs
Furniture. Il
1502.

NEW TAPP
deluxe gas ra
house. Unable
\ $150.00. Phone
641 NORTH •
Eskimo spitz,
noddles, beagl
plies. Phone 7
'9457
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boat,
F21C

1972 SALEM MOBILE home, two
bedrooms, all house furniture.
Will sell or may take over
payments. Phone 474-2754. F21P
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
pickup camper, toppers. We also
rent campers by the week or
weekend., Call 247-8187 or 489Fl7C
2303.

ET 5 C-1 Ell

Another View 0

NOTICE

FOR SAI E
14' ALUMINUM Jon
$100.00. Phone 753-8337.

n

C,

RIF:Al. ESTATE f'OR SALE
BRICK DUPLEX apartment
from
building, one block
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel wails, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
windows. Good investment
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
electric
2
and
stoves
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753TFNC
7278.

2-door hardtop. Local car with power steering,
power brakes, etc. An exceptionally clean car.

185O®

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Phone 753-5273

Corner of 7th & Main

THREE BEDROOM double-wide
only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
Homes, South 13eltline Highway,
Paducah, Ky Phone 443Fl7C
6150.
-S
1 11E5C
'

COntiGE014

KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
variety of pistols. Buy now while
you can still get them at
reasonable prices. Country Boy
Stores, the pistol people_ 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00.
Fl7C
p.m.
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1987 VOLKSWAGEN, new tires,
motor excellent, 8895.00. Power
mower, $20.00 20" bicycle,
$10.00. SSeveral pieces of walnut
and oak furniture. See at 1513
F23C
Kirkwood Drive.
JANE'S ATTIC sale, 104 North
'13th. Old and new treasures.
Monday,
Hours 90(1-5 00,
Wednesday and Saturday afE20C
ternoon.
LESLIE 147 tone cabinet One
year old and Fortis& compact
combo organ.Phone 753720C

V BOTTOM aluminum boat, deep
and wide Fenton &
March2C
Hodge

A one owner car from Paris. Tenn. Light blue
with white vinyl roof, white leather interior and

WINNE R

all the extras

Corner of 7th & Main

(You

0n1Y

$2888
Too)

TV SERVICE CENTER

Maple
...1.14Luosatcaul_tiQT
101c of wfl,ppec1
syrup ...,111

butter 49 cents
tCan YOU do )t at tome ter
th's1)
Triangle Ilnis

753-5273

TWO BEDROOM lake front THREE ROOM apartment,
furnished house. Phone 753-2250 couples only. Phone 753-6524 after
F20C
F20C
after 4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.

Get Warranty & Service,

Central Shopping Center

Phone

It You

Miss Your Paper

etione

Pleas*
Your

Op PM It riSSI Titionalt

Car Stereo Special!
8-Track Car
STEREO

NEED MORE room? Owner
would like to trade spacious four
bedroom house for a smaller
home. Phone 753-8182, 753-0391 or
F23C
753-7755

$2995"

PARKER FORD, Inc.

ow P.m "COURAGE OF LASSIE"
Simlis ELIZABETH TAYLOR • FRANK MORGAN TOM DRAKE
11.111

THREE BEDROOM house,
central heat and air, built-in oven
and range, carpets. Five miles
north of Murray, just off HighF21C
way 641. Phone 753-5639.

* * * SPECIAL * * *
1970 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille

PAIOV`:
A',A:
Arv,tm

know",II UMW Na P.N.IINWTI

LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42
highacres in Dukedom, '2
way frontage, new 4" well Write
-owner, tor tt3, Dukedom,
'
February 27C
Tennessee 38226

FOR RI \T

FOR RENT

In the
American wilderness,
LASSIE FACES
THE GREATEST
TEST OF COURAGE
a dog could
ever know

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

table
COLOR T!
limited quantity. While they last,
$299.95. Roby Sales, Benton,
March 2C
Kentucky.

WHAT
(J.. DOLLAR CRI61 IN EUROPE.
-'51X
FIFTY
OUR
ON
HAVE
IT
WILL
EF-CECT
DCLLAR AND THIRTY-EIGHT CENT5?"

LIVSSIE

1966 CAPRICE with air, $500.00
Blue Star 16' runabout boat with
40 H.P. motor and trailer, 2500.00
F17C
Phone 489-2363.

en
t's
ric
ire
7C

•

"-

1

RESTAURANT HOOD and fan,
3'6-x6'8". Like new. Phone
F23C
Aurora 354-8469.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

'A

0"
7-7

753-1916
UT

L7E1E1:1
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOIR

* * * SPECIAL * * *
1968 BUICK RIVIERA

MUST SELL immediately, three
UKC registered male Redbones
,"one is ii-kfibitictuunp1ont. 'One
UKC registered female Black
and Tan. Also free puppies.
F17C
Phone Benton 527-9700.

1

Call

SERVICES OFFERED

Paper Carrier
First

TWO BEDROOM house, extra
nice. Good location Phone 753F20C
UN or 753-3482.

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by TWO BEDROOM trailer, furAtkins Gutter Installation, nished and air conditioned.
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753- $100.00 per month. Phone 753March 6C
8992.
F2OP
VA&

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

Ph. 753-5865

King's Den
Telen's Claim&
APPRECIATION
SALE

Rome

Complete
Remodeling

•

oug on
753-0961

FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath One or tx
bedrooms Zimmerman Apart
nient, South 16th Street, 753P'ebruarN 2774C
6609.

If

No Results.

Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

ALTOS FOR SALE
1631 FARMER Ave . one
ed
duplex,
bedroom unfurnish
large living room, kitchen, bath, 1962 BUICK Electra 225, 445
and storage room. Private !engine. Trounimission needs some
driveway and carport. Available repair. $50.00. Phone 753F'17C
F21(' 3066.
March 1. Phone 492-8174.

-den, central
This has three bedrooms, 1Y‘baths, kitchen
heat and air, located in the city'school system

**************************
Give Loretta, Larry, Wayne or Don a call at

Wilson Real Estate
Member of Multiple listing
753-3263
202S 4th across from Post Office
Sales Personnel residence Phones)
Larry Wright 753-6883
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Don Nanny-755.9912
Wayne ettisoo 75341666
*****
*****
***************
City
the
in
you
Property for
INTERESTED IN AN OLDER HOME?-Living room
with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, den, three or four
bedrooms, two baths, storm doors and windows, central
heat.
WAI.K TO ROBERTSON ELEMENTARY-Three
bedroom, two baths, family room with fireplace, central
heat and air, paved drive, fenced back yard.
WEST OF UNIVERSITY-Three bedroom brick, Pt
baths, fireplace in living room, carpeted, paved drive.
NEAR SHOPPING AND SCHOOL-Three bedroom brick,
1,1 baths, fireplace, 20x40' swimming pool with concrete
walk and patio.
ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY-Three bedroom, two
baths, breakfast nook, dining room, central heat, second
floor conducive to extra income or family living.
FOUR BEDROOMS,central heat and air, built-ins in
kitchen, central vacurnn, three baths, Full basement
courtyard, SEVENTEEN CLOSETS
FOUR BEDROOMS, PLUS STUDY, family room with
2 tile baths, walk in closets, double garage,
/
fireplace, 21
central heat and air, paved drive, city school bus stop in
front of house
**************************
Property for you out of the City
DRASTICALLY REDUCED-Five bedrooms, three
baths, two kitchens, two fireplaces, near Kentucky Lake.
BORDERING CITY-Four bedroom brick, three baths,
an extra kitchen for your teenagers or your mother-inlaw, living room with fireplace, dining room, washer and
, ample storage.
dryer,
SUN10E19.LIVING ROOM, three bedroems, two blithe,
central neartnel air, lot 100 feat-side,
REDUCED-GIVE US A BED-Spacious rooms, two or
three bedrooms, carport plus garage, tile bath. Under
$11,500

kt MILE FROM CITY-Four bedrooms, two baths,
basement, carport
Service
JOHN'S REPAIR
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and private entrance. Off street 1969 CHEVROLET pickup. Good
LIKE NEW Wurlitzer piano, to
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days ,ir parking. All utilities paid, except condition Radio, heater, West
responsible party to take over
ELEVEN ROOMS-plus a full basement, three baths,TV('
Phone 436753-7625 nights.
payments. J&B Music, 753.
only. No pets. Coast mirrors.
Couples
electricity
How about an apartment house' An office building' A
Power
miles.
11,000
with
owner
one
Local
F20C
F20C
7575.
F17C 2427
Phone 753-3019.
fraternity house'
steering, power brakes, factory air. Big, big
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
van. lila
FIREWOOD WILL deliver Also
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South THREE BEDROOM house near 1967 DODGE window
CENTRAI. HEAT- Four bedrooms, two baths, central
this car!!
on
savings
seen at
Can
be
Spitfire
Triumph
you
good dinette set, refrigerator and
day
13th Street. "Every
university. Phone 753-2342. F17C
heat, full basement, SIX ACRES, acreage conducivg to
at house trader
16th &
antique bed with springs and
delay lets bugs have their
commercial and -or residential lots.
F20P
F2OP
TEC UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom or phone 7534304
mattress. Phone 489-2380
Phone 753-5273
Corner of 7th & Main
house at 1623 Olive Phone 753UNDER 87,000-Three bedroom, living room, dining
7.
FI9NC 1867 VOLKSWAGEN bug, beige.
135 MASSEY Ferguson tractor
room, carpeted
BULLDOZER WORK trucking 1
Body like new; engine good. Best
E2OP
Phone 7534098
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Phone 7534802 after 5:00
offer.
Union
20 ACRES, pond, located northeast of Murray-will sell
Phone Hardin' 154-8138' BUILDING AT 4th and Pine,
WANTED CAR pool ride to
F23C
p.m.
"s"
shift,
3rd
with
with or without mobile home-Priced under $8,000 without
Plant,
equipped
TFC
pin
or
5.00
Goodyear
after
OFFERED
r
S
354-8161
SERVICE
City,
air compresso
VA LOANS, no down payment for
mobile home
or Murray, or
Benton
F20C
from
753-3018.
Phone
hoist.
and
to
1070 JAVELIN automatic, power
qualified veteran. 12 years
Phone collect WILL DO any kind of carpenter FREE
vicinity.
general
on
75.71.1c
steering and brakes, airPay Drive on out almost to 354-6942
E20C work, large or small jobs. Phone tank
FIVE MILES FROM MURRAY-Three bedroom frame,
Phone
NEARLY NEW mobile home, in conditioned, vinyl top. Can be
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
March6C 7850.
doors and windows SIX A
storm
)53-r955.
TFC
Red
Coach Estates, with central heat seen by calling 767-6252 after 5:00
Bank finaving on spot. Bill's ATTENTION'
The
TFNC
and air. WW rent for $75.00 per p.m.
Mobile }Tomes, 3900 South Geranium in Canton is moving
We fix Sunday Dinner only
GENERAL HOUSE wiring month due to difficulty in renting
Beltline Highway, Paducah,, arch I All present inventory is
ONE day a week, so we
F171:
Installation or rework. No job too a one bedroom unit. Family only.
IN CANTERBURY: Three
10
HELP WANTED
Ky.,4434150.
wagon, good fishing
orre-half price Sale hours are
give it all we've got_
_
big or too small. Call Jim for Our swimming pool will open in 1958 CHEVY
bedroom brick, family room,
21(
February
car. Best offer buys. Call 753-5876
to 5 daily
estimate, 436-2159.
TRIANGLE INN
Februar.i May. 753-3855.
utility, double garage, central
F19C
F19C
day.
Monday.
or
Satur
19NC
heat and air. Phone 753-6455 F23C
dreams
make
new
HELPS
AVON
the
for
See
offered,
753-4953
Come
FLEWARD OF $5.00
private
a
for
with
cash
boys
extra
FOR
ROOM
Need
true!
come
GREENWARE
car
return of purse taken from
1964, OLDS Station Wagon, runs
Within walking di- real good. Air, power steering dishwasher? An Easter outfit" BY OWNER, four bedroom
At
in hospital parking lot. No FOR ALL you additions- JERRY's REFINISHING Si entrance.
to university. Private
out how easy it is house, living room,formal dining
E.STE3 CERAMIC ARTS
power windows. Will sell real Color TV' Find
charges will be placed. Phone remodeling, residential or Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles stance
F22C
437-4221.
in your spare room, two baths. Newly
Phone
money
parking.
make
to
104 North 13th Street
F19C
F22C
753-5265.
cheap. Phone 753-6172.
commercial. New or old Free South of Murray on Hwy. 641
time, as an Avon Represen- decorated. Phone 753-8182, 753Phone 753-0373
Jerry McCoy, owner. i502 492F23C
for estimates. Call 753-6123.
0391 or 753-7755.
PRITCHETT,
JOE
upstairs 1967 FORD _station wagon. tative. Call 443-3366, Collect
TFC TWO BEDROOM
TEC 8837.
March
1.
District
for
12C
magistrate
and 8400.00. 1964 Chevrolet, $125.00. March
stove
apartment,
BY OWNER: four bedroom
NEW SHIPMENT of dining room 12NC
Fl9P
Carpeted Phone 492-8170.
furnished.
or
refrigerat
IOW
)11116(
NIIMIK
AINVAIMII(
in
suites
MIK
MIK
house with playroom and work
furniture, 7 and 5 piece
throughout. Available March 1.
area. Also large family room,
Maple and Spanish Hutch, buffet
telephone
do
to
LADY
WANTED
and corner cabinets to match
com- dining room,living room, two full
national
for
work
survey
=
Ha
with
red
WANT TO BUY
1972 DATSUN 240-Z,
Metal ward robes, china cabinet,
Must have baths. On wooded lot. Conwhite interior. Low mileage. pany, from her home
base wall and utility cabinets,
Reply veniently located near shopping
hour.
per
$1.60
Phone 753-5005 or 753-9835 after private line.
gold-or WANT TO BUY old glassware,
white-avocado-harvest
address and phone centers and in a desirable neighage,
giving
F22C
5:00p.m.
F20C
AUTOS FOR SALE
coppertone. Patio furniture vases, figurines, etc. Phone 753number to Mr. John W. Isbell, borhood. Phone 753-7309.
F2ONC
Swing type gliders, chairs and 3746.
P.O. Box`, 442, Fulton, Kentucky
rockers. Order now and get
Fl7C INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
42041
choice of colors Carraway
Two bedroom furnished house
late model
BUY
TO
WANTED
Furniture, 105 North 3rd. 753mounted
with living i-ooni, kitchen, utility
row
two
beere
Fl9C John
1502.
room igid bath, panded walls
2! drag
/
corn drill and 1-7' to 71
TWO part time
WANTED
and
and power steering,
type disc. Must be in good conAll
and electric heat, storm windows
evening
waitresses,
painted.
FI9C
newly
doors,
storm
492-8644.
Phone
weekends. One part time boy,
NEW TAPPAN 30" harvest gold dition.
some with power brakes and air conditioning
Large lot 93'i's140'.•Now renting
evenings and weekends. Apply in
deluxe gas range. Bought for new WANT TO BUY used piano.
for $100.00 per month. Priced for
and
Bar-B-Que
person to Saucy
, house. Unable to get gas hook up. Phone 753-4496.
1972-13200. 1971-'2750. 1970-'2250
F20C
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
Pancake House, 1409 Main
Fl9C
$150.00. Phone 753-0814.
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit19C
F
Street.
1969-'1950 1968-1675
chen table, with chairs, electric
electric refrigerator.
stove,
641 NORTH Pet Shop. Puppies,
ShOwn by 4appointment only.
Eskimo spitz, chihuaboas, toy
HELPER ,Phone John Pasco,Jr., 753CARPENTER'S
Phone 753-5273
Corner of 7th & Main
noddles, beagles, fish and supTr,sic
Fl7C 7278.
753-7955.
Phone
wanted.
.
plies. Phone 753-1862 or 753March 17C
'9457.

* * * SPECIAL * * *
1972 CHEVROLET Monte Carlo

PARKER FORD, Inc.

I

NOW OPEN!!

:za:,,sr:""

Murray Upholstery Co,
Operator and Manager
Guy Harper invites everyone to come
by for whatever his need.

'AY

186
OFF,

0
s
and
Complete Auto
Furniture Upholstery :

Murray, Ky. #
520 So. 4th
.
2!......issiaj
Phone 75314
me
40x >sas,
.
ApecAux >40

* * * SPECIAL * * *
5 USED FORD RANCHEROS
automatic transmission

PARKER FORD, Inc.
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Medical. ..
'Continued from Page I)
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